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Honor society
students chosen

Student sues University/
charges dropped

The UOP chapter of Mortar Board, Inc.
has selected its membership for the up
coming year.
by Melinda McMullen
Students are nominated and then re
quired to apply to the Mortar Board Society
UOP student Steve Stapleton filed and
for membership. They are then selected in
dropped a $125 suit against the University
recognition of superior scholastic ability,
this week. In addition, Stapleton reportedly
outstanding and continual leadership, and
filed and dropped an assault and battery
dedicated service to the community.
' reP°rt w'th the Stockton City Police Depart
All new members of Mortar Board will be
ment against University president Stanley E.
seniors next year.
McCaffrey.
The following students have been
The suit was filed in an attempt to re
chosen for membership: Andy Bassetti,
cover the money which Stapleton allegedly
Ronald Bohy, Susan Britton, Jeanne
spent on his unsuccessful ASUOPvice presi
Cangemi, Marc Capra, Steve Cecil, Jane
dential campaign. The ASUOP Supreme
Dominik, Mark Dreaver, Pamela Finn,
Court declared the election invalid due to
Richelle
Gerow,
Margaret
Hancock,
election code violations on the part of the
ASUOP election committee.
Laurence Hastings, Carole Horn, Gary
Kleinfeldt, Kori Kobzina, Kirrr Lauderdale,
Last Thursday evening, Stapleton
Barry Levin, Melinda McMullen, Linda
approached the ASUOP senate and
Moznett, Elinor Nichols, Joy Patterson, Kerry
requested that all of the ASUOP candidates
Patterson, Karen Schremp, Susan Stegenga,
be reimbursed. The request was denied.
Stapleton said that, as a result of the
William Stenburg, Virginia Tulley, Kathryn
denial, he attempted to take ASUOP to small
Turner, and Martin Vacca.
claims court. He said that he was then in
The graduating seniors who were mem
formed that he could not sue ASUOP
bers of Mortar Board this year include: Sue
because the University collects the student
Anderson, Diane Bromley, Julie Coleman,
body fee and is, in essence, the "owner" of
Walter Dahl, Judith Elkins, Karen Forcier,
ASUOP.
Paul Glick, Mary Goldhagen, Patricia Grant,
As a result of this, Stapleton decided to
Margarie Gross, Emily Hammond, Kathfile suit against the University, declaring
erine Hilliker, Carole Kunde, Janet LanMcCaffrey the defendant.
franco, Mona Beth Lee, Linda Marino, Judy
Stapleton said that on Wednesday after
Mossman, Judith Nash, AlyceO'Connor, Bev
noon he went to McCaffrey's office with UOP
Perry, Eloise Shepherd, Harold Silliman,
student Jay Cherie. Cherie presented the
Suzanne Smiley, Candyce Smith, Cheryl
papers to McCaffrey.
Smith, Susan Snider, Jayna Totten and Jan
According to Stapleton and Cherie,
Vernor.
McCaffrey refused to accept the papers.
McCaffrey
and
Stapleton
reportedly
exchanged loud words and McCaffrey told
them to leave his office.
Stapleton said that as he got up from his
chair to leave, McCaffrey grabbed the back
of Stapleton's shirt, took him under thearms
and pushed him against the door.
The College of the Pacific Association's
Cherie claimed that McCaffrey also
spring election has been deemed valid by
pushed him out the door, telling him to "take
election co ordinator Baynes Bank. He says
that 22 percent of the COP students parti
cipated in the two day election.
Elected were: Claudia Dochterman,
Chairman: ASUOP Senators Kurt Hobock
and Steve Stapleton; and Assemblymen
by Sarah Pearl
Marc Capra, Baynes Bank, Terri Hogue,
Jenny Carless, Laurie Reynolds and Rebel
Rickansrud.
There are still four vacancies in the
Assembly. Anyone interested in filling these
spots can come to the COPA office. Bannis
WILL YOU BE CAMPAIGNING ANY DIFter 107, and apply.
ERENTLY THAN YOU DID IN THE INITIAL

CORA election
results

f
Steve SUptetonifiret, suit for damage*. then
for assault and battery: then he dropped the
charges.
the papers with you." Cherie grabbed the
papers and left the president's office with
Stapleton.
Stapleton said that he returned to the
small claims office and told them that he was
unable to serve the papers. Heexplained the
alleged incident and filed an assault and
battery report against McCaffrey with the
Stockton City Police Department.
Stapleton then paid to hire a city official
to serve the papers to McCaffrey.
When contacted yesterday, President
McCaffrey expressed regret over the
incident but denied any "assault and
battery."
"I did tell Steve that I thought his action
in suing the University over something we
had absolutely nothing to do with, was
ridiculous," he said." I must say I became

President Stanley McCaffrey
"flying off the handle."

regretted

upset at their action and told them to take
their papers and leave my office.
"I escorted them from my office but I
certainly didn't engage in any assault and
battery.' I am sorry about the incident and
have expressed my apologies to both Jay
Cherie, who came back into my office to
apologize to me for his part in it, and to Steve
Stapleton."
Stapleton dropped the small claims
court suit and now plans to pursue the
matter through an administrative appeal
within the ASUOP student court.
"Basically the situation was one that got
slightly out of hand," said Stapleton, "due to
the muddling of ASUOP."
"We can easily pursue this within the
University channels," he said. "But basically
the problem has been solved."

Interviews with the candidates
Vincent Orange

What's News
Pacific Day
p.3

ELECTION?
Yes, my new slogan is "Tell a Friend and
is designed to encourage students to vote in
the May elections.
My goal is to reemphasize what I stand
for. Students will be wearing campaign but
tons, and I will be speaking to student groups
on campus. However, I wiH not. be
distributing as much literature in this cam
paign.

Pablo Cruise
p.11

Voter's handbook
p.17

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CANDIDATES
WHO HAVE RECENTLY JOINED THE RACE
In my opinion, the new candidates have
little practical experience working in student
government. The situation is absurd
the
/-anHiriates live off campus and have
almost no contact with the student body asa
whole.

Their running in the May election is not
fair to the other candidates or the student
body.
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT INVESTING
ANOTHER $100 IN THIS CAMPAIGN, IN
ADDITION TO THE CAMPAIGN FEE YOU
PROVIDED FOR THE INITIAL ELECTION'
I am considering presenting a case
before small claims court to get a refund on
my initial campaign fee I haven't decided
yet.
WILL CAMPAIGNING DIRECTLY BEFORE
FINALS HANDICAP YOUR POSITION IN THE
RACE?
Not really — I've learned to effectively
allocate my time between campaigning and
studies, so the time factor should not prove
to be too great a hardship

Eric Shaw
WHEN AND WHY DID MIKE THORNBURG
MATT BRILL AND YOU DECIDE TO RUN ON
THE SAME TICKET?

We felt that UOP needed cooperation in
government in order to provide an effective
service for the student body.
Two nights after the whole election was
called off, the three of us got together and
decided that the best thing for ASUOP was
for us to get elected to office.
WHY DIDN'T YOU RUN IN THE INITIAL
ELECTION?
I felt that Matt Brill would do a good |0b
as ASUOP President, and I wanted to support
him. I was committed to supporting Matt I
was involved in other activities that I didn't
want to sacrifice at that time.
In addition, I was involved in another
aspect of ASUOP as the Asst. Record Store
Manager
I feel that I can help ASUOP more than
any other candidate can.
WILL CAMPAIGNING JUST BEFORE FINALS
BE A HARDSHIP?
Yes. Campaigning has already started to
hurt my study habits. I am trying tocomplete
most of my heavy campaigning early in the
game, though
„ „
Continued on page 7
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Ron Bohy

* Government run best, is best
by Diana Hantz
the students is another problem that should
be dealt with, said Bohy. He feels that there
should be more verbal communication

ASUOP has been in a state of turmoil tor
the past few weeks. First, the runoft
elections were invalidated by the Supreme
Court. Then, all but one ot the Supreme
Court Justices resigned; followed by the
invalidation of the general elections by the
Senate.

between the senators and the students. This
could be accomplished by having them
attend dorm meetings and going to dining
halls to inform the students.
"The purpose of student government is
to serve the students, not fight the admini
stration," said Bohy.

The Senate and the Supreme Court have
been trading insults, and both are being
attacked from all sides.
There has been a lot of criticism of
ASUOP and the Supreme Court lately, but
not many of the critics have offered solu
tions. Are there solutions to the problems
that have been plaguing ASUOP? According
to Ron Bohy, former ASUOP Supreme Court
Chief Justice who recently resigned his posi
tion, there are.

According to Bohy, one ot the basic
problems is that the students and the people
in office do not treat student government
seriously.
Student government can be
effective if people treat it seriously and not as
a joke, said Bohy, who has served as student
body vice president at Cyprus Junior Col
lege and as a state board member of the
California Community College Government
Association.

The problem does not lie in the struc
ture of the government, but in leadership,
said Bohy, a junior majoring in Political
Science who has been active in student
government since his freshman year in high
school. His favorite quote; "For the struc
ture of government, let fools confess, the
government that is run best, is best.

Ron Bohy, former ASUOP Supreme Court
Chief Justice.

"The attitude of the people in office is
what makes a good or bad government,"
stated Bohy.

"ASUOP is good in itself," stated Bohy,
"but the leadership in there is bad. There is
no leadership, especially in the Senate."
Bohy, a former ASUOPsenator, alsosaid
that the senators do not know how to be
senators. As it is now, the only training they

receive is during the senate meeting. Bohy
believes that parlimentary procedure, the
constitution, the bylaws etc. should be
taught to the senators outside of the senate
structure, i.e. in a classroom situation.
Accessibility of the ASUOP officers to

He said that was one of the main
problems in the recent elections. The
Senate did not take enough interest in the
elections, resulting in only one person being
on the election committee.

World news of the week
Tramway Accident At Squaw Valley
A tramway accident at Squaw Valley Ski
Resort sent one of two huge cable cars plung
ing 30 feet to the ground, killing 4 people and
injuring 31 others.
About 60 people were stranded for
several hours in another car, the largest tram
car ski lift in the world, dangling some 800
feet above the ground, but no one in that
tram was injured said a police spokesman.
Passengers were removed from both
trams during a 10-hour rescue operation
conducted in blizzard conditions by more
than 150 ski patrolmen, police, sheriff's
officers and residents.
It was not immediately clear what had
caused the accident.

Darvon Warnings
Manufacturers of the most widely used
prescription pain killers will soon becaution
ing physicians that the drug should not be
taken with alcohol, tranquilizers or other
depressants.
The Food and Drug Administration said
they will require the warnings on the pack
age containing the generic drug propoxy
phene.

Torrijos Ready To Intervene
In a related story, Panamanian Chief of
State Omar Torrijos said his army would have
"intervened" in the Canal Zone "tomorrow
•morning" if the US Senate had refused to

ratify the Panama Canal Treaty.
"The armed forces had decided that if
the treaty had been rejected or not accept
able to Panama, they would have intervened
in the canal by tomorrow morning," Torrijos
told a news conference they day the treaty
was passed.
"Tomorrow morning we would have
started our fight for liberation or possibly the
canal would not be in operation."

2 Die In Airliner Downed By Russians

Aldo Moro Possibly Alive

One of ASUOP's major concerns is the
spending of the $75 that each student pays.
Bohy feels that this could be handled more
efficiently if ASUOP were run more like a
business than a government. That is what
the students are most concerned about, said
Bohy, how the $75 is being spent.
When asked about the role of the
Supreme Court, Bohy stated that he felt
there was a need for a Supreme Court, but
that it, like student government, is treated as
a joke. He cites that as one of his main
reasons for resigning.
He said that he and the other justices
took the Students For Fair Elections (SFFE)
case seriously, butthat ASUOPdid not. Bohy
stated that the Supreme Court had a job to
do, that they did it, but when their decision
did not meet with ASUOP's approval, the
reaction of the Senate was that there was no
need for a Supreme Court. He stated that it
was not a "puppet court" although ASUOP
expected it to be.
Another problem, according to Bohy, is
that there is no standing Supreme Court. He
said that it states in the ASUOP constitution
that there should be one. As it is now, one is
not appointed until a case arises.
Bohy stated that that was one of the
problems with the SFFE case. It was the first
case and had to be delayed until a Supreme
Court was appointed.

•#
seeking sound reproductions of the
tapes—their texts were reprinted in full at the
time of the Watergate Trial—could apply to
the General Services Administration for per
mission, under the Presidential Recording
act that Congress approved in 1974.

After a frantic three-day hunt by divers,
skiers, and soldiers for Aldo Moro's body, a
Rome newspaper received a snapshot of the
kidnapped former premier in apparent good
health. But with it was a communique vow
ing to kill him if the government does not
US Army Strength Down
agree to free "communist prisoners."
The Communist Party called on the
A study conducted for a Tennesse
government to reject the terrorists' demand, congressman shows that, "the US Army i
declaring that the "state cannot compro
not as strong, well-trained, or effective as
mise on principles and laws on which the
was five years ago, before the draft wa
national community and civilized living ' abolished."
rest."
According to the report, "The Unite
After the photo was made public,
States Army is in a weak position and is grovi
authorities immediately called off the search
ing weaker each year due to the decline i
of a mountain lake northeast of Rome where the reserve strength and the inability of th
an earlier message said Moro's body had
selective system service to respond rapid!
been dumped.
and effectively during wartime."
Searchers did find a body in the icy
It stated personnel qua.ifications of ne'
waters, but it turned out to be a missing
enlisted men "are becoming weaker eac
shepherd.
year, especially in the reading corr
prehension and mental scores."

Two persons were killed and 13 injured
when a Soviet MIG jet fired on a South Korean
airliner that flew over a Russian strategic air
defense zone and forced it to crash landon a
frozen Arctic lake.
The Boeing 707—carrying 110 passen
gers from Paris to Seoul via the Polar route
and Anchorage—landed hard on a lake 220
miles south ot Murmansk and 120 miles east
of the Finnish border. One wing of the plane
was reportedly damaged.
US State Department spokesman Tom
Reston said Soviet officials informed the Nixon Wins High Court Ruling
United States that the Korean plane took
"evasive actions" when signaled by Soviet
The Supreme Court refused to give
planes to land. "Therefore, its landing had broadcasters and recording companies the
been abnormal," Reston said the US was told right to copy, air and sell excerpts from the
by Moscow.
White House tapes that led to the resig
South Korea has no diplomatic re nation of former President Richard M. Nixon
lations with the Soviet Union.
and the criminal conviction of four of his
The official Soviet news agency Tass aides.
stated that, "The passengers and crew of the
Dividing 7 to 2, the justices concluded
plane were taken to the nearest populated that the networks have no constitutional
locality and arrangements are being made right to reproduce and circulate the tape
for their dispatch from USSR's territory."
material because Congress had established
Soviet authorities said that there were no an access system of its own.
Americans aboard.
The majority indicated that anyone

Carter Slows Troop Pullout In Korea
President Carter ordered a sharp re
duction in the pace of the withdrawal of US
combat troops in South Korea because of the
uncertainty in Congress on Seoul's military
assistance requests.
Carter had proposed to withdraw 2400
troops by the end of this year, but reduced
the number to 800. Only one combat battal
ion will be pulled out instead of three.
"It has nothing to do with the situation in
North Korea as such,' said a top-ranking
administration official.
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Pacific Day tomorrow
%

from hypnosis to Da Vinci

From hypnosis to da Vinci
and karate to poetry, a multitude of activi
ties are scheduled for the Sixth Annual Paci
fic Day on Saturday, April 29, at Universityof
the Pacific.
The day-long open house is designed to
show UOP to the community, prospective
students and parents with a variety of dis
plays, demonstrations, entertainment, fun
and food.
Several of the events, such as puppet
shows by the Drama Department and magic
shows by the Chemistry Department will be
geared toward the youngsters.
For those who get hungry during the day,
UOP Food Service will be offering barbequed ribs, plus a special Renaissance des
sert, and the mall coffee shop and Rath
skeller will be open during the day. Stu
dents at Raymond-Callison College will have
Japanese suchi available.
Virtually every academic department at
the university will have an informationbooth,
and the traditional Anderson Y craft fair will
have plants, ceramics, macrame, leather
goods, clothing and jewelry for sale by local
merchants.
A community-wide
conference on
criminal justice planning toward the year
2000 is a special feature this year, and the
keynote speaker will be Pearl West of Stock
ton, a UOP graduate who is director of the
California Youth Authority.
The School of Education will hold its
annual Recognition Dinner where its
Alumnus of the Year will be named and Ms.
Carolyn Warner, Arizona's Superintendentof
Schools, will deliver the J. William Harris
Lecture.
The activities for the day will include:
—A film on the skylabmission by the Physics

Department.

-Live broadcasts and man-on-the street
interviews by KUOP Fw tho
street
radio station
' ,he un,vers"^
-Black eyes, scars and bruises will be
Pferts from the Dramasow
Department
'*
" *
Poems for yourself or your friends will be

scs;byEngiishDe«s
—Leonardo da Vinci's genius will be shown
in 19 models of his contributions to science
and engineering.
—Karate and dance demonstrations will be
staged by the Athletic Department.
—Hypnosis will be demonstrated by the
Psychology Department.
—Foreign language films in French, Uer
man and Spanish will be shown by the
Modern Languages Department.
—Tests of your investment knowledge willbe
conducted by the School of Business and Pu
blic Administration, while the Economics
Department will test your economic under
standing.
Renaissance literature will fie on display in
the campus library, and a collection of Cal
ifornia Indian artifacts will be on view in the
Holt-Atherton Pacific Center For Western
Studies.
—Music by Conservatory students will be
provided throughout the day at the Univer
sity Center, and ASUOP will sponsor a
Hawaiian rock band during the noon hour.
—Master Mind is a game that will test your
logic in a Philosophy Department display.
—Bigfoot's voice, on tape, will be heard in a
School of Engineering exhibit.

-Your name can be written in Chinese or Saturday night in the Conservatory
Japanese by Raymond-Callison students
—Africa will be the subject of a slide
— Art in Action," will involve students and presentation by the Black Studies Depart
faculty demonstrating ceramics, raku firing, ment
painting, drawing and sculpture
— The Children's Hour." a serious adult
—The pharmacist's role in community drama, will be presented Saturday night by
health will be told as part of anopen house at the Drama Department
the School of Pharmacy
—Prospective students will have their
questions answered oncollege life at Pacific
as part of a special session during the day
—The courtroom of the future at UOPs
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento will
be the subiect of a special film
—Martial arts will be demonstrated by Ray
mond-Callison students who have recently
returned from Japan
—Women in religion will be discussed at a
seminar arranged by the Religious Studies
Department

An Art Department faculty member at
UOP is the co-author of a just published book
on noted French sculptor Auguste Rodin.
Dr Patricia B Sanders, anassistant pro
—The Academy Award winning movie The
Sting," will be shown during the day in the fessor of art at UOP. and Dr. Jacques de
University Center Theater
Caso. a faculty member at the University of
—Computer games will be arranged by the California at Berkeley, are the co-authors of
Rodin't Sculpture: A Critical Study of the
Math Department at the computer center
Spreckali Collection
The 360-page book emphasizes the
Rodin pieces in the Spreckels exhibit in San
-Monkey-like lorises at play and the beat
Francisco, but the authors also have studied
ing heart of a chick embryo will be part Of a
his work at museums in Paris, London. Phila
display by the Biology Department
delphia and Washington, D.C. Included are
—The human voice can be made to stutter,
some 180 pictures, as the book is written for
slow down and speed up in an exhibit by the
the general public and art scholars.
Communicative Disoroers Department
—Music by computer will be part ol a School Dr Sanders and de Caso published a book
let on the significant aspects of this work in
of Engineering exhibit
1973, and Dr. Sanders alsohas written about
—Bertram Turetzky, noted contrabassist,
Rodin in a book on 19th century sculpture
perform in concert with the UOP Jazz Band

*7* he/ieJd
at PCOpmotv the U7& Pptu>.in sip ditfcnenf ^25*from dm^rteas piteftr
- U*C~ PoodService

•CtP&ttctl/
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UOP faculty
author
art book
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Top pianist earns honors

Students win
media award
Four UOP students recently received
awards at the 29th annual California Inter
collegiate Press Association convention in
San Luis Obispo.
In broadcast journalism competition
KUOP received four awards. In the category
of best documentary or interview, Joan
Siinsey of Portland, Oregon, and Harold
Silliman of Volcano placed first for their
documentary on the drought.

Bernadette Hoke, a student from Den
ver, Colorado, recently captured top honors
in the Modesto Symphony Competition.
Miss Hoke, a junior at the UOP Con
servatory of Music, defeated some 25 other
young pianists from throughout California to
receive a $500 cash award and opportunity
to perform with the Modesto Symphony next
spring. She is a former student of Nicholas
Laurienti of Denver.
Miss Hoke also received the Garrigues
Award for 1978, a Conservatory honor for the
outstanding performance major in the
university's program.
She currently is a student of Rex Cooper
at the Conservatory.

Shelly Kurtz of Sacramento was
awarded second place for a five-minute en
try in the category of best news broadcast. In
the category of best feature story, Kinsey
placed second for a story on coffee prices,
and Silliman received an honorable mention
for a story on Valentine's Day.
In on-the-spot print journalism compe
tition, Sharon Fox of Newark brought home a
third place award in the category of best fea
ture story.
The California Intercollegiate Press
Association is an organization of student
journalists from four-year universities and
colleges throughout California and the
western states.

\bu shouldn't have to #
change banks every time
you change lifestyles.
Graduation is one time you change lifestyles. But it's cer
tainly not the only time.
It happens when you move. It happens when you get
married. It happens when you have children, take a new
job,'and so on.
The point is, you shouldn't have to worry about chang
ing banks every time it happens.
And if your bank is Bank of America, you might not have
to worry at all.
For starters, with nearly twice as many locations as any
other California bank, we're usually close by. If
you're moving within California, it's
easy to transfer your account to
whichever branch is most convenient for you.
Next, we offer a wide range of checking
plans to fit your changing needs. Like our Allin-One® Checking Plan, with several services
in one simple package, including BankAmerica Travelers Cheques, commissionfree when purchased at any of our California
branches. We also offer loans for important
needs that may crop up

ahead. And BankAmericard® Visa® and Master Charge®
if you qualify, to give you ready credit when you need it.
We give you a choice of savings plans, too. From Regular
Savings Accounts to long-term, higher-yield Investors Pass
books and Certificates of Deposit.
Later on, whether you need trust services or safe deposit
service, we can help you there, too. In fact, chances are what
ever changes you make, Bank of America can probably help
you make them easier.
We even have available for you a continuing series
of free Consumer Information Reports, helpful
guides on such financial matters as "How
To Establish Credit',' "Personal Money
Planner," and "Ways To Save Your
Money." They're available at all our branches
to help you through some of the changes. So
why not stop by and talk things over.
We serve more Californians than any other
bank. And we'd like to serve you.
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Speech comp

Jane Dominik places in nationals
BY Ward Koppel

Disney s characters as an expository speech

For Jane Dominik, arriving in Chicago for
the National Tournament in Expository
Speaking was the conclusion of over a year's
work. It involved constant reviewing ana
polishing of her speech on Walt Disney's
characters. On April 15, that year conclu
ded on a high note as Miss Dominik placed
tenth in the nation, just missing the finals at
the National Tournament at Illinois State
University in Normal, Illinois.
Miss Dominik became interested in
expository speaking while a senior in high
school. She competed in four tournaments
in her freshman and sophomore years while
attending the University of the Pacific. In
March 1977, the idea of using Walt

the speaker Then, just before the National
Tournament, came intensive polishing ot
speech, of voice and hand gestures Getting
the rhythm of the speech correct is import
h tme tKt 6'any exP°si,ory speech is
0lu,nl ?
giving it in a competitive tournament. So, ant "I seemy speech as music, with ups and
downs, fast tempo and slow tempo, says
Miss Dominik delivered the talk at four differ
Miss Dominik
ent tournaments this past fall. After each
tournament she would polish and review her
Miss Dominik sees her experience in
talk. Finally, she made it to the qualifying
expository speaking as a good influence in
tournament in Los Angeles Jane Dominik
her life it has helped her gam confidence
had qualified for theNational Tournament in
while talking to groups and to really think
Chicago!
about what she is going to say before she
The speech then came under heavy says it.
analysis, except for one month during which
Miss Dominik didn't even look at thespeech
The purpose of this is to prevent boredom
T leel it is the most valuable experience
with the speech topic, so the interest and in my life, says Jane Dominik, ratednumber
^excitement can still be projected through by ten in the nation in expository speaking
1m't0 h6r Throughout the summer
ot 19/7 she researched and wrote on that
topic.

In addition to Dominik. two other UOP
students qualified for
the national
tournament
Diana Davenport made it through to
semi-finals in the area of Communication
Analysis
Dean Gloster
qualified
for
the
preliminaries which were held in Chicago
His area ot entry was Expository speaking
Davenport, a tumor, and Gloster. a
sophomore, both plan to return to the
lorensics team next year
Dominik will be studying abroad next
year and will not compete
"The neat thing about the tournament,
said Davenport, was that everyone was so
good The competition was stift, but friendly
I picked up a lot ot tips tor next year."

KUOP marathon
raises over 512,000
by Steve Zimmerman
KUOP-FM has recently completed its
most successful fund raising effort,
"Marathon '78," by receiving $12,316 in
donations. "KUOP, A Sound Investment,"
was this year's theme. The marathon began
Saturday. April 6, and concluded Sunday,
April 16.
More than 250 listeners donated from
$5 to $100. The money raised topped this
year's goal of $12,000, and represented a 22
per cent increase over last year.
The marathon involved numerous
pledge breaks from 6 a.m. to 12 midnight
during regular programming. There was also
special programs during the week including
live programs from the Best Catalog Show
room and Malone's in St. Mark's Plaza.
Mike Milhaupt. KUOP Director of

SYMBOLS OF LOVE
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As perfect as the love you
share...a Keepsake
diamond...guaranteed in
writing for perfect
clarity, fine white
color and precise cut.

Keepsake
Registered Diamond Rings
Ripose

T-M Reg. A H. Pond Co.

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for P1™"'"*

®ng!fr'"g

wedding plus color brochure on vita
styles. Special Bonus Croupon saves you ^ ^
your complete wedding record. Sen
P°*
Name

Bride's Book,
,nd handling"
SN78

ake
g(

'

Keepsake Diamond Ringa.

Radio/hack

Zip
yellow Pages

WPC open
until 1 am
Wendell Phillips Center will stay open
until 1 a.m., starting May 8 through May 19.
according to university sources
After consulting withClifford Hand, Aca
demic Vice President. James M Shebl
authorized campus security to keep the
Center open until 1 a.m . and provide what
ever security considered necessary
"This will give students a place to study
before final exams begin and during finals
week." Shebl explained

<©1978 Tandy CwpoMon

Harrah's
RENO AND LAKE TAHOE

Employment Office in Stockton

Personnel Representatives will be accepting
applications for employment in Hotel, Food, Beverage,
Maintenance, Casino (will train), and Office areas.
Interviewing now for immediate and future entry-level
openings.
Excellent salary, outstanding benefit
package, and housing referral program.
2707 East Fremont Street

Address

City

In Alameda and San Joaquin VaMayv I
Shack hat openings for retail management
people who are now completing their four year
degree in May Store managers with the above
requirement . who completed our training
program in 1974. averaged SI1,215 total earn
mgs for the first year, $16,533 in the second
year, and $22,605 in the third yaar Those
managers from our 1975 program averaged
$10,245 m the first year and $18,533 in the
second year In our 1976 program, managers
averaged $14,273 in the first year We will
guarantee those qualtfied.peop«e. who stay m
our program. $10,000 mmenum total earnings
for the first full year as manager and $14,000 tor
the second year Immediate opantnga n both
San Joaqum and Alameda counties Ca« tor an
appointment Jim Sanford at 415-785-4393

Development, said the success ot the mara
thon is due to "more solid programming, in
creased listenership. and greater station
awareness in the community."
KUOP. located at 91.3 FM. an affiliate ot
National Public Radio, is the only commer
cial-f ree radio station in theCentral Valley It
is owned by the University of the Pacific and
is professionally and student staffed
KUOP broadcasts such programs as.
"All Things Considered," an NPR daily news
program, "Jazz Alive." the only weekly /azz
program in America, the Metropolitan and
San Francisco Operas, and "Dixieland s My
Beat, the only weekly Dixieland program
west of the Mississippi
Milhaupt said the drive resulted in the
station s exceeding 1.000 "Friends," those
who donate $10 or more

Suite 13

Stockton. CaMomie

Call (209) 466-0296 for an appointment. Office
conveniently located just off Highway 99. Interviewer
available, 8:30 a.m. — 5:00 p.m., Monday — Friday.
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Student government reform

You think we've got problems?
by Rand* Bass

There's an old saying: You don't throw
out the baby with the bathwater. That's a pro
phecy which ASUOP has been careful to ad
here to as the threads of Pacific's govern
ment slowly unravel. But east of the Rockies,
the situation on other campuses is not so
optimistic.
As the University of Pacific fights to keep
and reform their student government organi
zation, the University of Texas at Austin and
Loyola University in Chicago are working to
abolish theirs.
Last March 1, the University of Texas
student body, or rather about 10 percent of
them, voted on a referendum which would
abolish two thirds of the constitution. Those
two sections were the provisions for legis
lative, executive and judicial bodies. The
referendum passed by a 200 vote margin:
slightly narrow, given the 5,000 voter turn

out; unbelievably narrow, given the 40,000
student enrollment.
On April 7, the University of Texas Board
of Regents, as is their right per the Univer
sity charter, approved the referendum.
According to the university's news
paper editor, Dan Malone, "We have noth
ing. No programs, no offices, noofficersand
no money."
The decision on the part of the student
body of the university is not quite so catas
trophic as it may at first appear. First, from
the low voter turnout, it is reasonable to sur
mise that there is a significant lack of inter
est on the Texas campus.
Second, according to Malone, the
Regents and the University administration
has financially and politically emasculated
the student association. "They had taken
away most of the budget and most of the

A new era
of female fitness
by Debra Ganelin
"Girls today particularly need ex
ercising because they need body control,"
says Lynne Smith, instructor of the Weight
and Figure Control classes at University of
the Pacific. "Girls are just more relaxed and
their posture is extremely bad."
But women have finally begun to realize
that weight lifting will.not make them bulk
like a guy (because of hormonal differ
ences), and fitness is a new era that women
are just coming into.
Lynne Smith graduated as a physical
education major. She took four classes in fit
ness but worked on her own weight training
by going to spas and working out with guys
she knew in college.
"The ideal American woman is THIN. All
our models are thin, all the movie stars are
thin. Tall and thin and beautiful—the Amer
ican Syndrome. This is especially true with
our California styles," says Lynne.
Women are no longer avoiding the work
outs provided by men's gyms. Exercising
with weights is an extremely effective way for
women to loseinchesfasterthanever—trim
ming, shaping, and firming. Lynne com
ments that "resistance of the weights helps
you reduce inch wise even if you're on your
usual, balanced, three meals a day." Inter
estingly enough, Lynne points out there is no
need to weight lift more than twice a week.
Neither is there a need to increase the
amount of the weights, She Claims tnai, in
crease in the amount of repetitions is the ob
jective. Low weight, high repetition."
Actually, one doesn't heed a gym.
Weight lifting with dumbells or homemade
weights can be just as effective as the

machines provided in the gym, and exer
cising can certainly be done on one's own.
"But women who hate to exercise vyill never
do it on their own. They need spas and gyms
equipped with people who say 'you WILL do
THIS'."
Weight lifting should not tire one out or
be a dreaded part of one's day. Says Lynne,
"all exercises, no matter how boring, should
be stimulating. They should be a natural
high."

power," said Malone.
Thirdly, the student organization had no
strong program by itself. For the 40,000 plus
populus, the government had about $50,000
to administer all the student programs. By
contrast, UOP has $225,000 from about
3800 students.
Last Wednesday another referendum
went before the University of Texas student
body to abolish the remaining third of the
constitution.
That would eliminate the part of the
constitution that allowed for the Board of
Regents to approve or disapprove consti
tutional amendments. Though the Paci
fican had to go to press before the election
results were available, Malone was fairly
certain that, "Even if the students do pass it,
the Regents would simply nullify the deci
sion."
Malone commented, "This most recent
election will have a lower turnout than the
others, maybe 3,000 or 2,000. If there was
ever such a thing as real apathy, this is it."
Dan Malone has apparently never been
to Chicago.
In Illinois, at Loyola University, they
recently voted down a referendum to abolish
their student government. A source from the
Loyola newspaper who asked to remain
anonymous said that their referendum
would have limited the powers of the stu
dent association so as to make it for all
practical purposes, non-existent.
Voter turnout at Loyola was even more
impressive than University.of Texas. Of the
6,000 enrollment, about one hundred turn

ed out for the election. According to the
newspaper spokesman, "The 100 consisted
mostly of people who wanted to run for office
next fall."
The reason for considering the
dismemberment of their association was
similar to Texas. The organization had no
power, no money and hence no reason to
exist. Loyola has no student bodv fee and re
ceives its financial remuneration from a
share of the tuition payments. For a 6,000
student enrollment, the total budget was
about $3,000.
The natural question to ask about
schools that have or are attempting to
abolish the government is, "Who will run the
existing services?"
At Loyola, they expect to start the same
cycle over again. "We'll probably elect new
officers in a year or so, have another referen
dum that will probably fail."
At Texas, the situation is a bit more
chaotic. In fact, in as much as is possibleon
a college campus in the late 1970's, it is
anarchy. According to Malone, "Every dema
gogue in the university is runningaround like
a chicken with it's head cut off, trying to
come up with a new brilliant system, with
him at the head."

Malone continued, "I would guess, one
of those plans will be accepted and then the
university will have a government. But the
administration will still take the same
paternalistic attitude with the association
and it will never really run effectively."

Introducing
a distinguished
Icelandic bird >vho
has the answer
to all thoseconfusing
airhues to Europe.

The bird you see here is known
as a Puffin. A small, thoughtful
resident of Ireland. One of the
first things young Puffins
team to do is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April I 1978.
Icelandic will fly any youth
(Puffin or person) between
12-23 years old roundtrip
from New York to Luxem
bourg for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Return
tickets are gixxj for
a full year. Fares
subject to
change.

But there's
more to
Icelandic than just
k>w fares.
You'll get a great
dinner and excel
lent service on
your trip. And
Icelandic will set
you down right in
the middle of
Europe, where
you'll be just hixirs
away by train from
Fiurope's most
famous landmarks.
So take a travel tip
from Iceland's favorite
bird. lai-am to fly Icelandic.
See your travel agent. Or write
Dept. #(.'.152.Icelandic .Airlines. P.O.
Box 105. West Hempstead. NY 11552.
Call 800-555-1212 tor toll-free
number in v< >ur area.

$275
$400

roundfrip 14-45 dav APEX fare from X.Y.

roundtrip youth fare. Good to age 2.3.

Icelandic toEurope.
*"$293 frttrfi C'hu
hekt-i iMtnusi f*- rrh.rr\vdiir> days prior t«» departure and
paid for wtihtn H day* «»f rw.-rvaiiun • \dd .-vlA i-ru fvn :iv-for travcl*)q-»v««krnds.'

Candidate interviews continued

continued from

Lori Kennedy
WILL YOU BE CAMPAIGNING ANY
DIFFERENTLY IN THIS ELECTION THAN
YOU DID THE FIRST TIME?
I will be putting less time into cam
paigning in this election. I will be exploring
different issues, such as: supporting an
organization for commuter students, help
ing out constituent groups, and trying
eliminate money waste in entertainment.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CANDIDATES
WHO HAVE JUST JOINED THE RACE?
I don't understand how they can run
ASUOP without knowing anything about it.
They have no experience.
When I was elected to office in March I
underwent a 35-hour intensive training pro
cess, so I feel I'm qualified.
The new candidates use a set of nice
little textbook models to explain
governmental process. Textbook models
simply cannot substitute for actual
experience.
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SPENDING
ANOTHER $100 IN THIS CAMPAIGN?
I suppose I could file for a refund from
ASUOP, but ASUOP cannot afford it, so I'll
supply any funding needed for another
campaign.
WILL YOUR CAMPAIGN BE SERIOUSLY
AFFECTED BY FINAL EXAMINATIONS?
Yes, campaigning will have to slack off
just before finals. I already blew off two
weeks of school on my last campaign, and I
can't afford to do the same again.

V
Eric Shaw, Presidential Candidate

Vincent Orange, Presidential Candidate

Mike Thornburg

elect two from each constituent school in the
spring election.

WHY DIDN'T YOU RUN FOR EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT IN THE INITIAL
ELECTION?

In addition, six at-large Senators should
be elected by the entire student body. This
way, the Senate will be more representative
of all UOP students.

I was supporting Matt Brill in the initial
election and felt that running for Vice Presi
dent at that time would produce a conflict of
interest. However, after observing the first
election, I thought I could do a better job than
any other candidate.

By limiting Senate membership to 20
people, legislation will be carried out faster
and more effectively.

FOR

I would like to emphasize thecommittee
system, and encourage all Senators to
complete the COP Leadership course.

First of all, I'd like to revamp the way in
which Senators are selected. The most
effective way to select Senators would be to

WHEN DID MATT BRILL ERIC SHAW AND
YOU DECIDE TO RUN ON THE SAME
TICKET?

WHAT
ARE
YOUR
PLANS
RESTRUCTURING THE SENATE?

Right after the Senate threw out the first
election, Eric Shaw and I thought about
running for an ASUOP office. We discussed it
over the weekend and figured out our
priorities: such as whether or not we would
have time to continue with other
extracurricular activities. By Sunday night,
we had decided to run.

Kaiji Doizaki. Presidential Candidate

Lori Kennedy, Vice-presidential Candidate

Matt Brill
WHY DID YOU CHANGE YOUR POSITION OF
OFFICE FROM PRESIDENT TO FINANCIAL
VICE PRESIDENT?
After being exposed to the first elections
and the problems with the Supreme Court, I
could find no combination of people I could
effectively work with as President.
Since my prime concern with ASUOP is
the business aspect, I thought I'd be best
qualified for Financial Vice President.
Mike Thornburg. Vica-preaidential CandiWHY DID MIKE THORNBURGi ERIC SHAW
AND YOU DECIDE TO RUN ON A TICKET?
When we were exposed to the other
candidates and could find no combination of
Istudents that would be effective, the three of
us decided to run on a triple ticket.

WILL UPCOMING FINALS LIMIT YOUR
CAMPAIGN?
No I just have to cut out most of my free
time. Although I will admit that being
involved in two elections during one
semester has proven to take up much of my
study time.
My campaign time will be more
personalized in preparation for this election
— I'll be distributing and speaking door to
door. Shaw, Thornburg and I will be working
toward a common goal.

I Brill, Financial Vica-praaidantial Candi-
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CLOTHING
U.O.P. Tee Shirt-Selected Styles
(limited sizes)
Tennis Hats—white and orange
Visors of wipe clean material
Ties—orange and black
No Nonsense Pantyhose (any style)
Selection of U.O.P. Jackets
Ties—black (only)
Odd sizes and colors Sweat Shirts

Plush Animals
Hand Made Shawls (11 only)

(to) $7.95 Now $1.22 to $3.22
—
Reg. $3
Now $2.22
Reg. $3.50
Now $2.25
Reg. $6
Now $2.95
$.25 off
30 percent off
Reg. $6
30 percent off
Reg. $12.95
Spec. $10
20 percent off
30 percent off

misc. depts
Bic Pens 2 Doz. Reg $12,
Spec. $8.01
Black and Gold U.O.P.
Desk Accessors 20 per
cent off
U.O.P. Soup Mug Reg.
$3.99, Spec. $2.19
Whirley Mugs W-lid Reg
$1.59, Spec. $.99

All U.O.P. Decals and
Pennants 20 percent off
U.O.P. Back Packs Reg.
$13.95, Spec. $11
Brief Cases Reg. $10.50,
Spec. $8.00

40 Channel Royce C.B
Channel Master C.B. High Gain III
Channel Master 6834
Any Pioneer Car Stereo Radio
Anv Pioneer Car Speakers
~
AFCO 8—Track w-am-fm Radio
Push Button
All Car Speakers in stock
Meyers Barca Am-Fm Car Radio
Telex Power Mikes For C.B.
Zenith Stereo Radio AC-DC AM-FM
Zenith AM-FM Table Radio
All Pioneer Portable Tape
Recorders
All C.B Antennas
Channel Master Quad 8-track
8-track AM-FM Car Radio w-hidden
8-track
All R.C.A. 8-tracks
All Sanyo Car Stereos
Conic AM-FM Cassette Portable AC
DC

Less 20 percent
Less 20 percent

20 percent off

20 percent off
20 percent off

20 percent off
20 percent off

HEWLETT PACKARD
SALE

U.Q.P. Roar Shaving
Lotion and Cologne
Reg. $7.25 Spec. $3.50

9 OZ. COFFEE MUG
DECORATED
WITH YOUR
COLLEGE SEAL

reg.»ix3

sale$98
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calculators
ROYAL 99T electronic calculator,
scientific pocket model featuring
trigonometric functions

c

$14,95 Only $9.00
ROYAL TIME CALC calculator w-memory time
functions.
'
—
Reg. $44.68 Only $26.00

BOOKS

Retail

ROYAL 1977 8-digit liquid crystal
calculator, wallet type, memory,
with percent, , functions.

Reg. 19.95 Only $14.95

ROYAL TIME CALC II wallet type
liquid crystal display calculator, memory,
calendar, watch, alarm, stop watch, illumination.

ALL SALE BOOKS

40% off sale price

PAPERBACK BOOK SPECIAL 22< each

PAPERBACK BOOK SPECIAL 4/S1.22

Reg. $52.50 Only $39.25
ROYAL 312 PD Printing calculator, 12-digit, display,
printing, and non-printing modes
Reg. $149.95 Only $112.50
PC-100A Thermal Printer for TI-58,
TI-59, Sr-52, SR-56. Turns Ti handheld
programmables into high speed printers.

PAPERBACK BOOK SPECIAL
2/22 teach
SELECTED BOOK (manager's special)

Reg. $199.95 Only $159.95
DATAMAN. Exciting electronic aid for youngsters
seven and up. Complete with activities book.

1/2 off
BLANK BOOKS 20% off

Reg. $24.95 Only $18.75
TI-5040 Thermal Printer and Display
Calculator—The Silent Printer-Thin
and Compact.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI-1750 pocket portable calculator
w-memory
TI-MBA business calculator
The Prog, calculator for Economics and
Business Administration
TI-57
50 multi-key step programmability
Recall instruction sequences.
All Texas Instruments electronic
watches for men, ladies, and
children.

Reg. $129.95 Spec. $99.99

Reg. $24.95 Only $17.00

Ree. $79.95 Only $59.95
Reg. $79.95 Only $60.00

20 percent off regular price

160Z.BEER MUG
DECORATED
WITH YOUR
COLLEGE SEAL

New Supply has arrived
Rga!
Centurion List $320 Painted brown
$188 Bwnnnditioned $177 £oniy
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review

Film Festival

•

A {ussi(.
Jfemwtvs

A Spring Film Festival will be sponsored
by the UOP Women's Union this upcoming
Sunday, April 30, in the Albright Audi
torium, room 140, in the WendelJ Phillips

Record Review
Kalapana
Many Classic Moments
Abattoir Records KALA0005
by Greg Heyes
Kalapana has two major strong points
going for them; excellent
Jazz-tinged
instrumentals and classy vocal harmonies.
On their latest release, Many Classic
Moments (a soundtrack to a surf film by the
same name) they again show this. As with
lastyear'srelease, Kalapana III, wefindavariety of styles,but witha distinct personality of
their own. Instrumentals like "The Ulti
mate" and "Uptown Country" show off gui
tarist D.J. Pratt and sax man Michael Paulo.
These songs havs the perfect balance that an
instrumental needs—finely developed solo's
and melody lines that are consistent
throughout.

kalapana
The vocal harmonies are near perfection
on such songs as "Sunny Days", "Naturally",
and "Down by the Sea."
The showcase of the album, though, is
"Can You See Him," wherethe group dis
plays both of their strong points. The song
starts off as a vocal (with some nice lyrics as
well) but breaks into a 4-minute-plus instru
mental with a vocal finish.
The production and engineering is top
notch and should help break Kalapana into
the big time. Music has never been better at
U.O.P. Stephane Grappelli, Pablo Cruise,
and now Kalapana is performing during Paci
fic Day this weekend. Don't miss it.

Center.
A few of the notable filmsto be shown i nclude "Women in Sports," a film depicting
the evolution of women in sports from the
ancient Amazon to current times, "Men's
Lives," a commentary on men's roles and
how they view these roles; "I is for Import
ant," a film focusing upon sex role stereo
typing in social interactions and emotional
expression; and "How to Make a Woman," a
fast-paced, powerful adaptation of an award
winning play illuminating the relation be
tween men and women.

"Children's Hour" lacks emotion
by Jan Egan
The UOP drama department is
presenting Lillian Hellman's play, "The
Children's Hour." The play has become
firmly ensconsed in the American movie
goer's psyche with the recent release of the
film, "Julia," based on Hellman's short story,
"Pentimento."
While "The Children's Hour" is certainly
not autobiographical, the play explores the
repression and mistrust which prevailed in
the'30s — Communism, the rise of the Third
Reich, and ambivalent sexual attitudes;
exploitation and the reverberations of the
post-Victorian ethic.

Free popcorn will be available and other
refreshments will be sold during 'se films
and intermission.
The schedule of events is as follows:
12:00 Women in Sports
12:30 I is for Important
12:45 The Club
12:50 Men's Lives
1:10 20 minute break and discussion
1:30 How to Make a Woman
2:30 30 minute break and discussion
3:00 Woman's Place
4:00 Anything you want to be...
4:10 Women Amen
4:30 TakeOff

Student
Directed

Plays

The Directing Class of the UOP Drama
Department will present two evenings of oneact plays this Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings at 7 p.m. The performances will be
staged at the Studio Theater, South Cam
pus. The event is free and everyone is in
vited to attend.
"Sandra and the Janitor", directed by
Melanee Wyatt, will be the first to be
presented Tuesday evening, followed by
"Enchanted Night", directed by Julie
Sutherland, "Three People", directed by
Giles F. Colahan, and "Birdbath",directed by
Dean Butler.
"The Public Eye", directed by Dee Ann
Nichols, will open Wednesday's per
formances. "Cowboys 11', directed by Mark
McQuery and "Hello Out There", directed by
Stacey Lyn Ward, conclude the present
ations.!
The Directing Class is taught by Dr.
William Wolak.

The play chronicles the actions of
several people in the small town of Lancet,
Massachusetts, whose
lives
become
inextricably entangled in the cancerous
growth of a lie. A lie that initiates a series of
allegations and denials, and, ultimately,
presages a chilling tragedy. It is a brilliant
first attempt by the now-famous authoress.
The two protagonists in the play are
.teachers who own and operate a small, pri
vate girls school. Martha Dobie and Karen
Wright (Cynthia Weinzinger and Rebecca
Ropier) have worked eight years to start and
establish the school.
Weinzinger and Roper lack the compas
sion which would seem implicit in the friend
ship between the two women. They gaze
through (rather than at) each other during
the more explosive and sexually challenging
confrontations, and their stage movements
lack continuity; there is crossing from stage
left to right without any apparent motivation.
Hopefully, this uneasiness was due to the
frenzied atmosphere of dress rehearsal
night, and will iron itself out.
They are understandably close — too
close, according to Lily Mortar, (played by
Victoria Gilbert), Martha's pushy and
frustrated aunt, who lives and "teaches" the
girls sewing, etiquette and the finer arts of
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FOR

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT

SPRING - SUMMER- FALL Schedules Now Available

London
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
Zurich

359
*419
*419
*459

from

Capitol buys top line,
private brand name, pro
ducts in railroad car lots
... operates out of low
overhead warehouse
locations ... and sells for
less to select groups like
yours — eliminating the
need for costly television,
radio and newspaper
advertising.
This direct marketing
approach serves to pro
tect Capitol's members
against many pitfalls.
America's five largest
tire companies no longer
have mileage or road
hazard warranties.
CAPITOL STILL DOES!

POLYESTER

04

113-14466
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MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
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very popular price. Lifetime road
hazard, workmanship and material
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... era materials warranties.
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Buttcy •*
PET.
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26.51
. . . 1 . 5 2 warehouse for complete
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Blackwall. A dependable tire at a
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FOR SCHEDULES CALL OR WRITE

Please mail me informationon flights to:

This is a partial list only

4-PLY POLYESTER

.

Attention Group Leaders: SpecialFlight Arrangements for Small or Large
Groups — Ask for Details.

605 Market St. San Francisco, CA 94105

MOST CABS AND TRUCKS
iMud and Snow i"esnot included

MEMBERS ONLY

HLOOMMLE
I

MrMislirmlisw

wishful thinking.Gilbert is appropriately
ostentatious as Lily. She projects all the
faded beauty which personifies the has-been
actress; replete with a loud distasteful
costume, outrageous make-up, and a
commanding stage presence. Indeed, the
character of Lily Mortar seems to embody
the collective intolerance of the other
principles.
Playing the thematic opposite to Lily
Mortar is Amelia Tilford (Mary Hunt), the
gracious grandmother of Mary Tilford. Al
though hunt does need to develop more
sophisticated stage movement, she is con
vincing in her role8caught between truth and
falsehood, justice and injustice—and finally
learning the difference when it is too late.
Other characters in the cast include
Dean Butler, who is Dr. Joseph Cardin, Karen
Wright's fiancee. Butler seems at ease with
his character; possibly too much so — he
should try to develop more facial expression
(and certainly don't munch on the prop
candy!)
Dee Ann Nichols is the school girl Mary
Tilford, the "child who gets bored and lies."
Nichol's characterization of the pathological
Mary is credible, especially in her more
impetous moods. And, although she is the
progenitor of the lie, her personality func
tions on a wider scale to serve ae catalyst to
the ugly metamorphosis which follows.
Mary's scapegoat is Rosaiie Wells,
played by Rory Dyer. Dyer is an excellent
underdog, especially when she is forced out
of fear to assume the responsibility and
ensuing guilt for Mary's actions.
The
production
is
admirable
considering the small working area of the
theater, and I'm sure, the limitations of
budget. The director, Sy Kahn, has
incorporated some provacative staging
which causes the viewer to question the
validity of the lie.
Is there that "ounce of truth" in the lie
that was fabricated as a means of avoiding
school?
Find out: the play will run tonight and to
morrow night, and next weekend, May 4-6,
with performances beginning at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is $1.25 for students and faculty,
and $2.50 general admission.

I
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165SR14
175SR14
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185/70R-15
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STOCKTON (95204)
4137 Coronado Ave.
(209) 465-5616
WEEKDAYS — 8 A M to6 P.M

SATURDAY — 8 A.M. to 5 P M
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ECAPRTOLTLRE SALES/WAREHOUSE!
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America s Original and Largest Discount Tire Program
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Pablo Cruise shines at Conservatory
tw Becky
RatItw Caahrino
by
Goehring

The roadie s T-shirt said "I've Got A Bad
Feeling About This!" Fortunately, the shirt
did not reflect the outcome of the "Pablo
Cruise concert last Monday evening
I've never been particularly "in" t0
"Pablo Cruise." I knew their music was popu
lar AM material and especially conducive to
the "surf and sun" crowds of California. That
prem ise held true, as themajority of concertgoers at the 7:30 show were definitely the
"surf and sun" types — stepping right off the
Southern California beaches or, probably
more realistically, the sunporches of sorority
and fraternity circles.
Monday night "Pablo Cruise" surprised
me. There was nothing particularly fancy
about their music. The beats are simple, the
melodies straightforward. There's not a rock
message a la Springsteen or Dylan or heavy
rockin' music of "Journey" or "EddieMoney."
What was impressive about "Pablo
Cruise" was their hard-driving, energypacked show. All four members of the band
possess an incredible stage sense which
involves the audience and, consequently,
creates a good show.
The group moved smoothly throughout
its set, playing music mainly from "A Place In
The Sun," and its fourth, yet to be released
album, "World's Away." They opened with
"Can't Ya Hear The Music," moved directly
into "Never Had A Love," and then took a
breather to introduce their new album to the
audience.
The cuts from the new album which the
band previewed- for the audience point to
another successful album release for "Pablo
Cruise." Dave Jenkins, the lead singer told
me "World's Away" was their best album
effort yet. From the soundof "Love Will Find A
Way (To Me)," Don't Wanna Live Without It,"
and the title track, I'd tend to agree.
Cory Lenos, the piano and keyboard
player for the group, won the crowd over
during his solo on "Ocean Breeze. Lerios
played his grand piano with the mastery and
style of a concert pianist — in a rock and roll
setting. He was energetic, fluidand dynamic.
His inspired style of play stimulated the
capacity crowd into hand-clapping, footstomping participation throughout the rest
of the set.
The beauty of the concert lay in the inter
action of the band members between them
selves and with the audience. Their stage
rapport turned what could have been just a

rwoio cruise, pictured eoove, wet an instant success at Monday night'sconcert. Their

worth the hour-long wait outside the Conservatory, even with a rainstorm.

•a* fast paced and vital
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good concert into a smashing success The
band had a good time witheach other as well
as having a good time with the audience.
If there was a flaw in the show, it was
their performance of "A Place In The Sun."
"Pablo Cruise" has recently added a new
bass player, Bruce Day. While Day is a good
back-up vocalist and adequate bass player,
his voice lacked the depth and strength to
sing the lead for that cut.

sweat flew freely throughout the solo.
"Pablo Cruise" encored with "Atlanta"

—a crowd favorite The encore was a micro

There were other minor flaws in the set.
"My Island Woman" was imbalanced — the
vocals were drowned out by the instruments.
The drum solo on that number, however, was
incredible. Drummer Steve Price put his all
into the five minute solo — he appeared
to have brought the rainstorm inside os his
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Above: Lead singer and guitanst Dave Jenkins concentrates on guitar. Below: Pianist
Cory Lenos was the crowd favorite, winning them over on his solo during "Ocean
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cosm of the entire performance — energetic,
lively and tight They left thecrowd stomping
and yelling for more They couldn t get
enough of Pablo Cruise
Roger Voudouris opened the show His
music was a mixture of rock, heavy metal
and iaz2 Voudouris was a gyrating, dynamo
of energy on stage He twisted, contorted and
spun throughout the 40-mmute set. There
were moments of glory — the most
noticeable when Voudouris picked up the
acoustic guitar His hngers moved up and
down the guitar at an incredible pace,
utilizing every inch of string
The band as a whole, however, lacked a
stage personality which could excite and
maintain the audience's interest T he music
was unnecessarily loud and repetitious.
The 1U p.m show did not live up to the
first. The crowd response was subdued and
polite "Pablo Cruise," coming off the "high"
of the first audience did not get into the
passivity of the second crowd and. as a
result, did not put their all into the show.
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Stcphonc Groppelli

Virtuoso violinist thrills crowd

Stephana Grappelli warms up along withJohn Etheridgeprior tolast
Friday's Jazz Concert

You'd never know it. I mean never.
I had always thought that when one
reached a certain age, arthritis set in. One
finds that they had less energy. Virtuoso
violinist Stephane Grappelli possessed
energy, liveliness and the fastest fingers I
have ever seen. And he's seventy years old!
This was only Grappelli's third trip to
California. But he may be back more often
now: /Friday night he was the first Jazz
musician to ever becomean honorary citizen
of California. U.S. Senator Sam Hayakawa
was supposed to have presented the award,
however, because of the Panama Canal
Treaty, was not able to attend.
City Councilman Tom Madden
presented the award.
Grappelli is likewine. He gets better with
age andhe proved that last Friday night when
he performed with the UOP Jazz Band in the
Conservatory Auditorium.
Grappelli played all the old standards:
"Satin Doll," "Pennies From Heaven,"
"Chattanooga Choo Choo," "Night and Day,"
"As Time Goes By," and even "I've Got
Rhythm."
He reminds one of a concert violinist
rather than a jazz musician. His French
accent, quiet manner and poise leads one to
believe that he might be performing with the
New York Symphony rather than the UOP
Jazz Band.
Each number was flawlessly performed
by Grappelli. But he wasn't the only one with
the perfect pitch and fast fingers.
Backup guitarist John Etheridge was
introduced by trio leader Diz Disley as the
master of "Didigital Dexterity." And he was.
Etheridge was all over that guitar to play fast,
slow, melodious, impossible solos.
In addition, Brian Toffton bass, held his
own with absolutely no trouble. Disley, too,
played well. Each of these men could be on
the road as hit single artists. Yet it is obvious
that they stay together because of their love
for iazz and iust eood music in general.

Jeff Diamond, pianist forthe UOP Jazz Band.

photo by Jorge Raya

The UOP Jazz Band played prior to
Grappelli's set. As usual they were tight and
energetic. Perhaps the highlight of the
evening was the performance of an original
tune written by the band's director, Tony
Kissane.
"State and Madison," is, according to
Kissane, the busiest corner in the world. The
chart is filled with the sounds of car horns,
taxis, busses, frantic pedestrians and
general chaos.
People who missed the concert may
want to catch the Jazz Band when they per
form in the University Center today at 11
a.m.

store
Over 1,000 Individual Vaults for Private, Inexpensive Storage

Costs as little as $6.00 per month.
Fill our vaults at our spacious yard at your leisure.
Rent by the month; one month minimum only.
Perfect for storing furniture, boxes, cartons, trunks, merchandise, machinery,
old records, tools, sports equipment, antiques, personal items or whatever.
Pay only for the space you need.
No in or out or handling charges.
No deposits.
Anderson Y presents the 47th Annual Strawberry Breakfait which will be held on the
Anderson Lawn April 30th from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Featuring Strawberries, pancakes, and all the trimmings.
Tickets on sale at the Check Cashing Booth for $1.50.
Come and enjoy yourself.

No mildew problems.
Two locked doors between your possessions and the outside.
Quilted, protective pads available.
Continuous pest control treatment.
Automatic sprinkler system for fire protection.
Storage insurance available.
Call and Compare our Rates and Services
Better yet, drop by and inspect our facilities.

Anderson Y is sponsoring a Frisbee Tournament. We
had to cancel it two weeks ago because of the rain,
but we will hold the tournament on May 3, a
Wednesday.
Featuring an obstacle course for frisbees.
Guaranteed to be fun and challenging. For all levels
of Frisbee expertise.
Time: 12:30 on the Anderson Lawn.

Moving and Storage Agency
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton, California 95201
(Adjacent to the I-5 Freeway and the Stockton Deep Water Channel)

466-1515
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Community Calendar
Friday. April 28
Engamble: Brass Woodwind ensemble. Conservatory Auditorium 1 p.m.
Film: "The Sting", UC Theater, 6 & 9 p.m.
Composition: Music composition, Kim McCarthy, Conservatory 4 p m
Recital: Senior Piano Recital, Greg Jahangiri, Conservatory, 7 p.m.
Artist: Guest Artist, Bertram Turetzky, Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.
Race: 2nd Annual Hot Wheels Tricycle Race. Campus Way 1 p.m.
Drama: "The Children's Hour", Studio Theater 8 p.m.
Concert: Crystal Gayle. Old Waldorf. S F.

Saturday, April 29

Kalapana on grass
Kalapana, the Hawaiian rock band, will
perform tomorrow afternoon from noon to
1:30 p.m. as part of Pacific Day celebra
tions. The outdoor concert is free to all and
will be held on the lawn between South-West
and the computer center.
Kalapana, got its start in Hawaii four
years ago. Since that time, they have gained
popularity on the mainland, being called
everything from "pineapple rock" to
"Hawaii's own soft rock volcano."

Members of Kalapana include lead
guitarist David John Pratt; MalaniBilyeu, gui
tar; KirkThompson, keyboards; Randy Aloya,
bass; Al Fejarang, drums, and Michael Paulo,
saxophone.

Kalapana, in Hawaiian, means "beat of
the music." Tomorrow, students, as well as
the many visitors to the UOP campus, will
have an opportunity to listen to the tunes of
the new "Pineapple rock" group from Hawaii.

All Day: Pacific Day (schedule ol events available at UC Information Booth)
Recital: Guest Artist, Bertram Turetzky. string bass, Conservatory 8:15 p.m.
Tournament: UC Games Pinball tourney. Games Room 11 a.m.
Film: "The Sting" UC Theater 3, 6 & 9 p.m.
Exhibit: Leonardo da Vinci art, UC Gallery, regular hours through May 5.
Concert: "Kalapana", lawn between South-West and Computer Center.noon.

Sunday. April 30
Chapel: Interdenominational Chapel Service, Morris Chapel 6 p.m.
Concert: Alumni Band Concert, Conservatory Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Festival: UOP Women's Film Festival, beginning at noon WPC 140
Monday. May 1
Recital: Senior organ recital, Paul Rosas. Conservatory. 7 p.m.
Recital: Senior bassoon recital, Karen Gale, Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.

NEED STORAGE FOR SUMMER

VACATION?
Tuesday, May 2

RENTA SPACE
2972 W. SWAIN RD.
951-7494

SIZES FROM

6'x 6'at $11.00 per month
5. x jq. at $14 00 per month
no deposit required

larger sizes available

Pacifican r Unclassijicds
Student willing to hotjsesit for summer
months. Reliable, honest, has references.
Treats plants and animals with TLC. Call
Dianna, 946-9077, no. 303 as soon as

EARN EXTRA MONEY: Polesitters needed
(again). Exerienced and non-experienced
welcome. Apply at ASUOP.

Typing My home. Manuscripts,theses, term
papers, misc. Pickup and delivery avail

Wednesday. May 3
Recital: Faculty recital, Don Dollarhide, piano. Conservatory 8:15 p.m.
Film: "Islands in the Stream" UC Theater 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Drama: Student Directed One Acts. Studio Theater, South Campus 7 p.m.

Thursday. May 4-

Recital: Senior tuba recital, Nora Williams, Conservatory 7 p.m.
Recital: Senior piano, Marta Anderson, Conservatory 8:15 p.m.

possible.

Looking for Roomate, female. Beginning
June 1. Apt. has 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
central air & heating; wall-to-wall carpeting;
all electric kitchen, heated pool; laundry
facilities, private parking and security con
trol. Call 951-6444 after 2:00 p.m.

Ensemble: Student Woodwind Ensemble, Conservatory 7 p.m.
Recital: Graduate piano, Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.
Drama: Student Directed One Acts, Studio Theater, South Campus 7 p.m.
Film: "Throne of Blood" UC Theater 7:30 & 10 p.m.

Refrigerator wanted: Small tomedium sized
refrigerator wanted for use indorm. Must be
in good working condition
Interested
parties please Call Steve C. at 946-9057 or
X-2868

Ride-Chicago. I'm leaving Friday. May
12—need another driver. 464-8463.

DUTCHER INSURANCE
fn5Urt2r7CC,

—

able. Call 465-4785.

TelePhone
Ceni-ro®5
Save time taking care of your end ot
semester telephone services on campus
Pacific Telephone will otter phone center
store services at the University Center tram
May 15 through 19. You will be able to dis
connect your telephone service and get a Jb
credit on your closing bill by bringing all ot
your modular sets to the satellite phone
center.
There will be a service
representative available to serve you from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. lor those who do not have
modular connections or it you plan trans
ferring your services to another location in
town, just call the business ottice at 466
1011.

ATTENTION: Authors, writers, and college
students. Will TYPE manuscripts, term
papers, theses, miscellaneous items. My
home, 465-6341.

Loet: Three fold, brown wallet Lost Wed
nesday Wallet contains all the necessities
of my lite Contact Dave Aguilar at the
University Center

Wanted- Students to work as Linen Clerks
next fall 1978-79. Contact the Housing
Office
Unclassified rater students and faculty 10
cents a line; others 30 cents a line; one line
is approximately 33 spaces.

Special student p r o g r a m
additional discounts for good students
broad coverage policy
policy may be continued graduation
4600 N. Pershing Avenue Stockton Call 478-2450
Our office islocated just 3 blocks from the UOP.campuson the southeast
of Pershing Avenue and March Lane.
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UOP wo men in disguise

Cascade Steelersversus Utah Volleyball Club
returning from an injury; Patty Berg,who was
ineligible last season and Shay Pang, a
Modesto Junior College transfer playing to
night.

by Pat Emerson
University of the Pacific's women's
volleyball team, masquerading under the
name of the Cascade Steelers, will play the
Utah Volleyball Club tonight in the UOP gym
at 7:00. Admission is 50 cents.
The Utah Volleyball Club, which is a
combination of Utah State and Brigham
Young University, is coached by former
Olympic volleyball players Marilyn McReavy
and MaryJo Peppier.
Peppier, who was the winner of the first
women's superstars, has brought her team
to Northern California for the Far Western
Regionals of the United States Volleyball
Association (USVBA), at Cal State Hayward,
Aprii 29.
The Cascade Steelers, coached by Taras
Liskevych, have been practicing during the
spring once or twice a week which has en
abled them to finish third, after seven
tournaments, in the highest division of the
Amateur Athletic Union—USVBA.
"The whole team has improved
tremendously," statedLiskevych. "You won't
even recognize them."
With returning players Kim McDonald,
who was all-league in volleyball, basketball,
track and Softball at Gunn High School in
Palo Alto and Debbie Osman, who was team
captain last year and a member of theJunior
Olympic team, the Utah Volleyball club will
have stiff competition.
BYU is ranked fourth in the nation and
Utah State is in the top fifteen; however, the
Cascade Steelers will have Judy Lee, who is

Liskevych believes that Lee, Berg and
Pang, along with McDonald, make the Steel
ers very strong as far as middle blockers go.
"We probably have as good a group of
middle blockers as any team in the country,"
commented the coach.
Liskevych also seems very optimistic
about the prospects for next season.
"Incoming freshman Jayne Gibson was
the most valuable player in Colorado the last
two years in the Colorado State tourna
ment," stated Liskevych. "She was also
voted Colorado Sports Woman of the Year,
preceeding Dorothy Hamill."
Gibson's volleyball and basketball team
won the state championship and she is also
considered "one of the best" high jumpers in
the state.
Other incoming freshmen include Ann
Connelly from Chicago whose team was 32-0
and won the state triple-A championship in
Illinois; Starry Suttich from Concord who was
voted best athlete in her school and isgister
of former UCLA All-American Steve Suttich;
and Joan Gallagher from Buscher High
School in San Jose. She was voted most val
uable player for the last two years.
Tonight's volleyball game will be the
best of three out of five games. The pro
ceeds will go to the UOP varsity volleyball
team.

Patty Berg, at the left, and Kim McDonald,at theright, will lead the Cascade Steelersin
a volleyball match against the Utah Volleyball Club tonight at 7:00.

Intramural softball
Intramural softball standings

B-Black-1

A-Orange
Blue Gooses
Omega Phi A's
Paraquat
BSU
AKO

4-0
4-1
2-3
0-3
0-3

Foreplay
Too Rolling Stoned
Omega Phi Pledges
Underdogs
Ritter's Royals
Ramblin' Guys

3-0

B-Black-2

4-0
3-1
1-1
1-1
1-3
0-4

A-Black
Roaring Archites
Gizmos
Master Batters
PhiDelta Chi
SYM II

2-1
2-1

1-3
0-3

Fuggin A s
Metaphysical Fly Balls
Canibus Sativa
Mad Doggers
Palahi
AXE Savage Skulls

3.1
34
2-2
2-2
2-2
0.4

B-Orangel
Softballers
Defense Mechanisms
Yugoslavians
AKO
Kahunas
Omega Phi B'S

5-1
4-1
3-2
2-3
2-4
0-3

Women-A
Redhots
Crazy Ladies
BSU
KAT at Bat
SAE Little Sisters

34
2-1
2-1
1.3
q-2

B-Orange-2
I Phelta Thi
High Bailers
Shock Me
Jackson Triple J
JB Softballers

4-0
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-3

Women-B
Ritter Rockettes
Hustlers
Major Recs
Wild Women of Wemyss

2-1
1-0
1-1
0-1

SPRING ATHLETE
,
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Tiger nine travel
to Fresno State
UOP's varsity baseball team takes their
show on the road this weekend when travel to
Fresno State University for a three-game
series.
The Tigers are scheduled to start Syd
Church on the mound tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
the series opener. Tomorrow afternoon at
noon the two teams square off in a double
header.
This past weekend the Tigers took two
out of three games from the University of
Nevada-Reno Wolfpack.
Last Friday night Church improved his
record to 9-3 with a 4-2 victory. Church
pitched 9 innings, allowing only 4 hits,
walking 6, and striking out 10.
Pat Tobin, Stu Pederson and Jim Chakos
led the offensive attack for UOP. They each
had two hits. Stan Rogers, Walter Poole and
Mark Deitrich each had one hit. Pederson,
Chakos and Frank Ffalvorson each drove ina
run for UOP.

Birkenstock

Feet in the sand
make footprints.
Feet in Birkenstock
footwear do the very
same thing.
The Birkenstock
footbed is heat and
pressure sensitive,
to mold to your foot,
and become your
footprint.
So walking in
Birkenstock is a lot
like walking barefoot
in the sand, with
one very convenient
difference.
You can walk in
Birkenstock all year
long.

Morrison lands two
high school stars

, J,h! 'ollowing day the Tigers split a
doubleheader w„h ,he Wolf Pack
jL
Franklin was credited with the win in the

3SXr£,'"k

George Fowler is gone and the top
priority on Stan Morrison's recruiting list was
to get a good big man tof ill the middle for the
University of the Pacific basketball team.

e '°ss in the second game.

3 whl6r !mpr°Ved Frank"ns record to 53; while the loss dropped Alegre s record to
as tJnr 5atS W6re Slngln« ln
first game
sthe Tigers^nded up with an 8-1 victory
Pederson, Dietrich and Dave Knapp led the
way for Pacific with two hits each.
Tom Gonsalves, Rogers, Halvorson

Morrison accomplished that goal and
got a bonus too.
Lee Smith, a 6-foot 11, 230-pound cen
ter from California High School of Whittier.
signed a national letter of intent to attend
UOP. Six-foot guard and teammate Norm
Edwards also signed a national letter of
intent.

rnnT
oChak0s each had one h'<
Gonsalves, Rogers and Dietrich each had
one R.B.I, for Pacific while Knapp drove in
U0pmnS

Chak0s scored thfee

times for

The story was turned around in the
second game as Reno outslugged UOP by a
score of 8-5. Pacific managed only six hits
and two earned runs in that game.
Mark Schafler pitched the final two and
two-third innings without allowing a hit.
UOP will host Sacrament State next
Tuesday in a non-league game at 7:30 p.m.
at Billy Hebert Field.

Menlo downs
UOP track club
Menlo College defeated the UOP track
club last Saturday at Delta Junior College by
the score of 56-24.
The men's division saw UOP come up
with only two winners. They were Brian
Peavey in the 1,500 meter run and Fred
Abrolat in the 3,000 meter race. Peavey's
time was 5:05.07 and Abrolat's was 11:40.5.
The women's division won first place in
four different races. Joyce Hinrichs won the
1,500 meter run in a time of 6:27.4 and the
3,000 meter race in 14:01.5. Sonya Monroe
also won two races. She won the 400 meter
race in 1:04.2 and the 800 meter run in
2:52.04.
The UOP track club holds meetings
every Tuesday night at 9 p.m. downstairs in
the University Center.

10

percent

coupon,

Smith averaged 18 points. 15 rebounds
and 7 blocked shots a game in helping his
team win the Whitmont League title with a
14-0 record California was 21-3 overall
Edwards was the league s most valuable
player this last season in averaging 19.9
points a game. The 165-pound California
Scholastic Federation honor roll student
started every game on the varsity over the
last four years, averaging 15 points, 7.1
assists and 4.0 steals per game.
Both athletes were first team all league
picks the last three seasons. Edwards was a
first team All-CIF 2A selection, while Smith
made the second team this year.
Washington, Oregon. New Mexico State,
San Diego State and Weber State were other
schools highly interested in the pair —
Washington State was interested in Smith.

"Edwards is a very polished high school
player as shown by his having the
opportunity to start on the varsity for four
years. That's a rare accomplishment in
itself," said Morrison. "Edwards has great
coud sense and perception, and he reminds
me considerably of Leonard Armato (former
UOP star and assist record holder).
"Lee Smith, unlike Edwards, is just
beginning to blossom as a player. Any time
you have a youngster at 6-11 and 230
pounds that shows the perception Lee Smith
does, you have to be optimistic."

"I like the players at Pacific. They seem
more like a family — while other teams were
more individuals. I also like the atmosphere
on the campus."

"I feel like Ron Cornelius did this last
season, Lee Smith will take off and get better
every day," said Morrison. "I was totally sold
on him when I saw him play in the Watts
Summer Games. He blocked a shot, saved
the ball out of bounds, threw the outlet pass,
filled thelane on the fastbreak and then slam
dunked the ball after a missed shot by his
teammate.

Good

through April.

Dogs on Pacific Avenue,

have all kinds of tennis equipment:

"I feel confident Lee is going to work
hard immediately in an effort to have an
impact on our program as soonas possible."
#
0

vVe string rackets.

RACQUET
CASTLE

tennis shoes
We sell strings, too.

»4-A WEST CASTLE ST.
STOCKTON. CALIF. 95204
(209) 465-4546
Mind Doc Slwon'l

Tennis clothing for men 4 women, warm ups and shorts, etc.

Let your feet make
aplace for themselves.

n.,

Tuei., Wed.

10-6

Thurr

10-9

9-S

Sun.

#

7616
Pacific
Avenue: in the new
Lucky-Longs
Shopping Center.
Featuring this week:
Genises and their
LP, And Then There
Were Three, a $7.98
LP on sale for just:

12-4

$4.77

Next to Mervyn's on the west side

1205 West March Lane, Stockton

Morrison is obviously pleased with the
pair.

Morrison sees a parallel withsophomore
Ron Cornelius, who had an outstanding
freshman campaign for the Tigers this last
season.

Tennis rackets

Racket grips

477-2955

Both players are good shooters. Smith
hit 54.4 per cent of his field goal attempts,
while Edwards had a 51.0 mark last season.
Edwards, an 85 percent free throw shooter,
scored 54 points in his final regular season
league game against Monte Vista this last
season. He was 23of 32 from the field,had 9
assists and 8 steals

Rainbow Records

gloves

Birkenstock,

"I like theteam, thecoach and the area."
said the soft-spoken Smith, who was the
team's most valuable player his tumor year
when he averaged 12 points and 10
rebounds a game

"I decided to attend Pacific because I
thought I would get the best opportunity to
play," said Edwards "The coach (Morrison)
really impressed me as someone honestand
sincere. Lee and I have been teammates
over the last few years and going to college
together seemed the thing to do.

We're behind Doc Shoon's Hot
and we

Smith had about the same reaction as
Edwards.

10

percent

coupon,

Good
•

through April.
•

•

•
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Basketball team to donate
money to Events Center
The $4.5 million dollar Events Center
drive is continuing toroll up support. Among
the latest contributors are 13 ot the 14
scholarship players on UOP's basketball
team.
Joining the 13 players in the drive are
head coach Stan Morrison, assistants Dick
Fichtner and Gary Dean, and Casaba Club
(the main support for Tiger basketball) Presi
dent Tom Brill and his family.
Morrison, Dean Fichtner are each do
nating at least $500, while the Brill family is
going to donate $2,500.
Graduating seniors Russ Coleman and
George Fowler, two reasons why the Tigers
went 17-10 last season, are planning on do
nating more than $500 each.
According to Morrison, the reason for
the players generosity is quite obvious. "The

basketball team and the basketball program
are in the'obvious position to profit most
from the building of the Events Center.
About the Events Center itself, Morrison
said, "we will be able to invite outstanding
intersectional opponents, and hold a Tiger
Tail Twister Tournament with only team's
nicknamed the Tigers competing." LSU,
Grambling and Memphis State were men
tioned as three possible Tiger team entries.
Morrison said that there are other
reasons the players want to own a piece of
the building that will replace the Stockton
Memorial Civic Auditorium as their home.
"The players feel strongly about what they
have gained from the university, edu
cationally, athletically and socially," said
Morrison. "And they would like to give some
thing back.

"I can't think of a more outstanding way
for young athletes to demonstrate their
further allegiance to the university than a
financial commitment of this kind," Morris
on added.
Each of the players will pay the $500
over the next five years.
Players contributing besides Coleman
and Fowler include Billy Bryant, Terence
Carney, Ron Cornelius, George Dzubak, Ken
Fletcher, Joe Hovorka, Matt McGuire, Scott
McLaughlin, Rick Paulsen,Matt Waldron and
Tim Will.
Carney and Hovorka will be the only
players of the above-mentioned group (plus
Coleman and Fowler) not to play for the
Tigers in the new arena which is scheduled
to be ready for the 1979-1980 season. Both
will be seniors next season.

If you'd like to do
somethingabout the energy shortage
this is agood place to start.

Spring game
set for
May 6th
After a one-year absence the annual
spring-varsity football game will be played
again. The game wasn't scheduled to be
played this year, but a large alumni interest
made the renewal of the series possible.
The game, scheduled to begin at 11 a.m.
on May 6, will be played in Pacific Memorial
Stadium.
This game will mark the 17th meeting
between the varsity and the alumni. It is
being sponsored by the Quarterback Club.
The U0P varsity holds the edge in the
series with a 8-7-1 record. In their last
meeting in 1976 the varsity was victorious by
the score of 26-6. The alumni's last win
came in 1972, 18-6.
Among the those competing ih this
year's game are 12 players from last
season's 6-5 ball club.
They are: wide receiver Joe Conron,
linebacker Randy Whited, nose guard Craig
Colton, offensive tackle Kit Brady, wide
receiver Dick McClure, defensive lineman
Jeff Cooper, defensive tackle Dave Nester,
tight end Bill Rochford,offensivg tackle Ross
McCammaw, ftenke^Wli Sti^bula, defensive
tackle Al Pipkin, and defensive end Bob
Rose.
Conron was the leading punt returner in
the PCAA last season, and a first team allPCAA pick. Whited and Colton werealso first
team all-league. Whited lead the league in
interceptions with six.
Other former UOP players scheduled to
play includequarterback CarlosBrown197174) who recently signed with the Los Angeles
Rams, record-holding returner Bill Cornman
(1968-69),
quarterback-halfback
John
Ertman (1974-75), offensive lineman
Morrison England (1974-75), defensive end
Jack Carter (1972-73), quarterback Bruce
Keplinger (1972-76), record-holding placekicker John Rodriguez (1973-76), fullback
Mitchell True (1971-72), wide receiver Ron
Turner (1975-76), defensive end Steve Spiro
(1972-73), brothers Don (1973-76) and
Steve Sutton (1970-71), linebacker Steve
Heinrich (1975-76), Mark Cook (1974-75),
and Paul Picchi (1974-76).

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

If you're a graduating civil, elec
trical or mechanical engineer who
isn't afraid of jumping feet first into
one of the most complex problems
of the decade - the energy shortage
- PG&E may have a job for you.
The work is challenging. The
pay is good. And the benefits are
above average.

If you'd like to do something
meaningful with your life, as well
as earn a good living in a job with
good security, there may be an
opportunity for you at PG&E.
Contact John Clemson, PG&E
Professional Employment Office,
245 Market Street, San Francisco
CA 94106.

An Equal Opportunity Employer- men and v

SAN FRANCISCO
PALO ALTO
SACRAMENTO
SANTA CRUZ

415-433-1763
415-327 - 0841
916-448-0351
408-call411

CENTERS IN MAJOR U.S. CITIES
800-723-1782

asuop voter handbook
Office of President

Office of Vice President

Eric Shaw

Lori Kennedy

Qualifications:
Member, UOP Debate Team — 1975-present
Advocate before UOP Supreme Court-1976, 1978
COPA Faculty Evaluations Committee — 1977
Work with ASUOP Social — 1977
ASUOP Forum Crew — 1977-1978
ASUOP Grocery Store Clerk — 1977-1978
Statement:
Perhaps the biggest problem with ASUOP last year was
the lack of trust and cooperationbetween thePresident and
the Vice Presidents. People insideof the office did not tainto
one another and therefore things did not get done. After
watching this lack of communication reach itspeak during
the recent elections fiasco, Mike Thornburg,'Matt Brill, and
myself, Eric Shaw, realized that the only answer for the
future of ASUOP was to elect a ticket of officers who were
pledged to working together through the whole of next year.
And for this reason, we decided to run for ASUOP offices the
second time around.
I see the job of President as being a mixture of
spokesperson, organizer, and policymaker. The President
must be able to speak fluently and articulately for the
students' interests; he must have the ability to organizeand
operate smoothly the internalpoliticsand business aspects
This Advertisement
Paid For By The Associated Students Of The
University Of The Pacific.

T"5' 66 aWe 10 561 goals

^
'<* ASUOPs future
d develop plans tor the implementation of those goals
My experience in public speaking includes seven years ol
' ' "SIC a"d deba,e competition I have learned the ad of
speaking, thinkingand reactingon my feet. Asa psychology
student, I have learned that in order to be sure of results
Dr^ide",?. 'ffd mUS* ^ "6" de,'ned ana '"centrves
provided to the directors and staff. In the past, a failure to
do this resulted in the social director problems of last
October and the elections scandal of lastmonth. Finally, my
classes inthe politicalsciences andlaw have taught me that
policy making must be seen as a process involving goal
setting, research, plan development, plan evaluation and
assessment. I am sure that my practical knowledge of
policy formation makes me qualified to undertake a
comprehensive planning for ASUOPs future
Next year, ASUOP will have to: negotiate its position
the UOP Events Center, insure freedom of the press for the
Pacifican, reorganize the ASUOP Senate and Constitution,
and begin planning its own social events more in line with
the other aspects of the University Community I believe
that my experiences in student government, debate,
politics and my education in Law and F'sychology make me
the best candidatefor the job. For a productive ASUOP,vote
for Eric Shaw. Mike Thornburg, and Matt Brill: a team that
has proven it can work together

Keji Doizaki

Knowledge, experience, continuity are three things I as
a candidate have to offer as president of ASUOP.
I, Keiji Doizaki, have been involved with ASUOP for the
past two years more than any other candidate. I am
presently Financial Vice President. I have also served as
Fairhousing and Consumer Affairs Director, Assistant
Chairperson to the University Center Programs Council,
Recreation Committee Chairperson for two years, and have
served on different University-wide committees. This
experience, I believe, gives me the insight necessary to
operate in the capacity of ASUOP President.
I am knowledgeable with all aspects of ASUOP; the
political, programming and organizational phases, and
have experience in these phases.
I also understand the financial standing of ASUOP
which is the essential item necessary in ASUOPs
operation. I believe it is extremely important at thispoint in
time since ASUOP needs to reexamine different programs
and areas where money is being speculated. Because as
costs increase, ASUOP's "fixed income" of $75.00 per
students stays the same and has been the same since 1971
Therefore, services and programsarebecoming harder and
harder to maintain at a level which students have been
accustomed to as in the past. This is where I hope my
knowledge and experience willbe valuablein the evaluation
and alteration for the future.
I am aware of the problems and current issues
confronting different areas on campus concerning
students, schools, and programs. What is necessary is that
ASUOP should obtain exact statements or plans of future

programs. There are already plans out, but I believe
something more extensive and formal is needed
From those plans theprogram or school can seeexactly
where they stand within the University's viewpoint, and
from this they can try to adapt toor work for changes which
they can work with.
The Senate, I believe, must bechanged. In the past all
information was obtained by the President or Executive
Branch, yet the Senate's whole function is to make
decisions, changes, and be the voice of the students. Yet.
not being informed has made the Senate a group making
blind decisions with no background information
At present, there is no accountability, knowledge, or
action in the Senate. They should be the body who controls
the political aspect of ASUOP, i.e. dealing with the
University. The Senate should be mademore accountable,
with more frequent meetings, and hold mandatory office
hours. There should be a smaller Senate as a group to
facilitate more efficient operation.
Other issues that I am presently working on that are
important are the new Events Center, the self-study of
ASUOP andUniversity Center, and the securityand lighting
on campus.
The last thing I can contribute is the continutiy to
ASUOP which no other candidate can claim; a continuity
and stability within the office as well as relationships with
the University administration.
Finally, I hope whoever you choose to support, you do
vote to show support for ASUOP as the voice of the student
body.

Vincent Orange
Qualifications
ASUOP Senator, 1977-8
Communications Committee (ASUOP), 1977-8
Resident Assistant, 1977-8
Chairman-Homecoming Queen Contest, 1977-8
Editor-Graduate Record, 1977-8
Promotion and Photo Session Coordinator, 1977-8
Financial Vice President, BSU, 1976-8
Financial Executor, Grace Covell hall, 197/-8
Intei-Fraternity Council Representative, AQA, 1978
School of Business and Public Administration
ASUOP Grocery Store — Clerk-Stocker, 1975-6
UOP Varsity Football, 1975
Dean's List, 1977-8
Associated ! Students of the University of the Pacific,
my name is Vincent Orange and I'm running for theoffice of
ASUOP President. I've been a member of ASUOP for three
years. In those three years I have observed and studiedour
operations closely.. In my opinion, ASUOP is a veiy
inefficient and ineffective student organization. As a result
of this, the members suffer. It is time for this suffering to
come to an end. Ittookthispastelectiontoshowreallywhat
ASUOP represented. Illegal activity has plagued ASUOP all
year. No one has really told the Associated Students of the
University of the Pacific what really happened in the
election-runoff. The ASUOP Elections Committee broke
fifteen violations fo the election code-by-laws and tried to
get the Supreme Court tojustify theirreasoning. "This isthe
way it's always been, look at last year." Inmy administration
there wilp be no dirty play.
I have already shown you some of my abilities to
produce for the students. In this year along, I ve put
together the Homecoming Queen Contest, the Graduate
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Record Yearbook, brought the carmel apples to the
stadium, provided public speaking tours for students andI
have successfully serves as legal counsel here on campus
as well as in municipal court. Another bigaccomplishment
this year is the chartering of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Incorporated on UOP's campus and becominga part of the
Greek Society
On entrance into ASUOP I bring with me student hell

tses&xsssxsss:

Qualifications
1 A member of student council (2W years)
2 A voting member in faculty meetings (2* years)
3. Student Advisor
4 Academic Regulations Committee
5 Committee for thestudent seat with the Boardof Regents
6 Both chairperson and assistant chairpersonof Raymond
Calkson Student Council
7 Student representative to the Dean s Advisory Board
8 ASUOP Budget Committee
lori Kennedy
Vice President
My three priorities as Vice President are to organize a
chapter of the Coalition of College and University Students
(COPUS) here at the University of the Pacific My second
priority is to collect, verify, and disseminate information
about ASUOP and University policy to the Senate and to
interested constituent groups, and to interested
individuals
My third priority will be to rewrite the
constitution and bylaws of ASUOP
By 1980. tuition costs alone are protected at $5,560 00
By 1982 fall tuition will hit $6,670 00 These are startling
figures and we aren't alone Universities and colleges all
across the country are facing similar tuition increases
COPUS is a national student lobby organized in response to
this crisis It has a hundred chapters nationwide and an
office in Washington D C.
Nationally. COPUS is lobbyingtor tuition taxcredits, full
funding for federal financial aid programs, and the further
development of both federal and state programs They also
provide information on legislation that will have an impact
on private institutions through the COPUS Legislative
Update and a variety of other publications
In California, individual chapters are just starting to

Mike

organize The need *s obvious' If Governor Jerry Brownhad
signed the financial atd appropnabonsbM. UOP could have
done one of two things Kept the tuition increasesdown, or
provided more aid to huddle income students
Most of my time, of course. wiM be spent on my second
priority of getting relevant and accurate information to the
Senate and in ma different erouos on campus whan they
need it Approximately one-third of aH ASUOP funds are
appropriated to independent constituent schools and
various groupson campus It hasbeenestimated thatup to
20 percent of this money is misspent due to lech of
experience, i t overpaying bands, paying too much for
refreshments, etc
My job will be to provide constituent groups with the
information that will allow them to carry out their activities
m the least expensive, most effective way possible This
assumes a knowledge of the way things operate security,
food service, booking facilities, andgetting the appropriate
approval from the studentide office I've beendoing this for
the last 2* years
Communication m the Senate is going to have to be
more of a two way operation
Senators should bring
information and student concerns to the Senate, and also
take information received at the Seante meetings back to
their constituents
We need to take a good hard look at our present
constitution and bylaws
Certain bylaws contradict
directives layed down in the constitution, others havebeen
overturned by the Senate We need to reexamine what has
been donein the past andcorrect soma of the rather glaring
omissions inour present constitution
Issues that I am mtarstad in are the new general
education requirements, getting more support services for
rape and assault victims, recommendations of special
committee studying C.I.P., and to find out what are the
institutional prioritiesof uOR

Thornburg

Qualifications
Student Body President, Turlock High School 1974-75
UOP Debate Team 1975 present
Pre Law major. C O P
ASUOP Social Crew 1976-77
ASUOP Forum Crew 1977
ASUOP Record Store Clerk Assistant Manager 1977present
Advocate. ASUOPSupremeCourt 1976,1978
Statement:
Because ASUOP is an organization of students, your
input inthe majordecisions of ASUOPshould bepreserved
ideally, the best form of student input is in an open body of
students, representing a cross-section of the University. I
believe that with the right leadership, the Senate can best
fulfill this goal In representing the students, the Senate
should assume responsibility for ASUOPpolicy such as the
Events Center, our role with theUniversity CenterPrograms
Council, renovation of the old gym. and other student
interests The Senate should also serve as a respectable
forum to debate and advance ASUOP's position on
administrative matters that affect the students,such as the
Pacrfican Charter
Senate meetings are open to all
students, and allow you to voice yo concerns while the
decisions arebeing made At the same time, responsibility
for those decisions is held by a body that represents the
many different student interests better than one or two
elected officers could Without a productive and efficient
Senate, you lose this opportunity for input as well as a
government which is more likelyto represent your interests
As Executive Vice President. I will work to make the
Senate more representative and efficient
A Senate

composed of two students from each constituent school
(elected in the proceeding SpringElection), and six at large
Senators(elected by the student body »n the Fall) would be
more representative of the entire student body, and would
be limited to twenty students, making the Senate much
more workable
Unfortunately, reorganization of the Senate will not
provide a productive government without effective
leadership The Senate needs someone who canmaintain
sense of rationality and integrity in its proceedings,
someone who can reason with students and promote
compromise, rather than opposition between differing
student interests i believeI have the knowledgeand ability
to fulfill these responsibilities As a former student body
president. I have had practical experience in politics and
leadership My involvement in ASUOP over the last three
years has given my an understanding of the organization
and operationof our programs, and seven years of debate
and public speaking experience willenable meto articulate
policy and communicate with students
Harmony and cooperationare essential to a productive
organization This year, friction between the Executive
Vice President and the President has crippled the
effectiveness of the Senate, and as a result. ASUOP lacks
the productivity and credibility it could have had I'm
running tor office with tnc Shaw and Matt Boll because I
believe we are qualified and can work together for the good
of ASUOP When you vote on May 2 and 3. ash yourself
which combination of candidates will do the most m their
individual offices and for the Associated Students as a
whole I thmh you'll agree, theright combinationfor ASUOP
is Enc Shaw Mike Thornburg. and Matt Rnll

Publications Board
Steve Chan

strong foundation for ASUOP. From the foundation.ASUOP
"""aSUOP is in direneed of student involvement To have
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will be able to create total student involvement

ASUOP needs a change ASUOP needs
minds to interject new ideas and lite into ASUOP ASUOP
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tor President of the Asociated Students of
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operate ASUOP.
in closing. I'd like to

say, Don't forget tovoteMay2and

3. and Tell a Friend. VO."

1974-1977 staffwnter for major Sacramento newspaper
1975 1977 Editor-Columnist The Clarion JF Kennedy Sc
Sacramento Ranked International 2nd Place 76 77.
Quill and Scroll
1977 1978 Staffwnter for The I

Being involved m journalism as I have for the past few
years, and most recently here at Paate. I fee* that I am
qualified to serve on the Pac»f»can Publications Board
Since being associated with The Padfccan i have
brought, or took a part m bringing the University
Community such stones as the governor s veto of SB 528
which would have increased the maximum award of state
scholarships to $3200. the Regent s decision toclose down
the Pacific Marine Station, thepossible plight of Raymond
Callison's Jaoan Program. Community Involvement
Program (CIP)and HighSchool Equivalency Program(HEP)
related stones, a dormitory stabbing. World News of the

Week, the Lampoon issue, the renew of George McGovem's
ta*v at Pacific and much more
I believe I understand The Pacfltean and how it
operates, and throughmy pastexperiences andknowledge.
I w»u endeavor to keep The Pacfhcan a school newspaper
one can be proud of.
Current ty there is a major conflict m the draft of a new
charter lor The Pacifican The matter mquestion concerns
the responsibility for ordering retractions and corrections
to* ahegedty libelous material whena demand forretraction
has been made by a defamed person
The University Admowstrotcn contendsthat this power
should be vested
the President of the Unn^rvty. or at
least by a member of the University Admwwstiobon
I believe that this power shouldi«e w*hm the proposed
publications board, consisting of one Admwustration
'•presentahve one faculty member, and five students
It is withm tNsgroup. Ibelies that any andafl decision
brought to the board xnfl bedecided uponby vobng.xwth an
EQUAL vote to each member of the p*A>**cat«ns board
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The Inter fraternity Council (IFC), a body
comprised of two representatives from all
seven fraternities (Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Archania, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Psi, Phi
Delta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Omega Phi
Alpha) has been going through a rebuilding
process this year after a two year absence
from the campus.
The main accomplishment of the IFC
this year was providing an opportunity for
interaction between the fraternities, with an
increase in communication and exchange of
ideas. This is the first step towards the
acceptance of a "Greek System," rather than
seven individual houses.
For the first time in several yearsIFC was
involved in the initial stages of rush. IFC
coordinated a meeting of all rushees in the
UC Theatre and had a speaker from each of
the four participating houses. IFC also pro
vided a rush brochure containing a sche
dule of events as well as an explanation of
rush in an attempt to help the student under
stand the process.
In early February, IFC began its first
plans to organize a day of festivities for the
University sponsored by the Greeks. Other
organizations were also planning special
events and wanted tocoordinate ideas in one
joint effort. As a result of this, the first annual
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"Find Your Place in the Sun" day will be held
on Saturday, May 6.
Following a Jog a-thon at 9 and the UOP
Alumni football game at 11, the days activi
ties will move over to Chapel Way and Frater
nity Circle. Dormitories, fraternities, sorori
ties and all Universityorganizationswill have
the opportunity to set up an activity or a
booth between 1 and 4:30.
The street will be free of cars from the
University Center through Fraternity Circle.
In an attempt to keep away from commer
cial or display type of booths, IFC is en
couraging livinggroups to provide fun activi
ties where students may participate. AI ist of
possible ideas, including frisbee golf, lawn
bowling, pie throwing, and tobacco spitting,
is in the Intramural Office and Information
booth.
At 4:30 the UOP Food Service is hosting
an all-University dinner on Knowles Lawn
with entertainment. To top the day off Papa
Doo Run Run will play in an all-campus
dance in Fraternity Circle from 8 to 11.
"Find Your Place in the Sun" day isquite
unique to UOP in that IFC is coordinating
many diverse University organizations in one
concentrated effort. The key factor in the
success of the day will be you, the UOP stu
dents, and your participation. The IFC hopes
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you will come out and "Find Your Place in the
Sun!"
The opportunity to coordinate this day
has provided a good stepping stone for the
growth of the IFC and the Greek System.The
mere organization of the day has brought
fraternities together, moving toward a
mutual goal. It has brought The IFC and Panhellenic Council together, which is the first
step to an all Greek Council. It has brought
on more interaction and communication be
tween the Greeks and the University Admini
stration. And very importantly it is allowing

n

Financial Vice
President
Amendments

the Greeks to put on a day tor all University
students in hopes of beginning a new Univer
sity Tradition.
IFC hopes to organize a Greek Week of
Giving next fall along with a University Greek
Calendar. IFC also plans on becoming a
legislative judicial body working between the
Greek system and the University. IFC wants
to work for the "Greek System,"—striving for
the
primary
ideal
of
every
house —FRATERNITY.
Tom Sisto IFC Pres.
Paul Levendoski IFC Vice Pres.

"Dear
Beth "
The idea just terrifies me

Today'scolumn isdedicated
to Alan Morrison, M.D., a valued
colleague whose memory will
add incentive and zest to the
work of those of us who were pri
vileged to have been his coll
eagues. His expectations were
high yet even his criticisms were

not hostile. His wrt was sharp, at
times even biting, but his good
will was unfailing. He was physi
cian to minds as well as bodies of
the students he treated. He will
be sadly missed but fondly
remembered.

continued from page 17
Statement of Qualifications: Matt Brill
Advertising Representative for Captain Weber Day-1976
Salesman for Accent on Pools Inc.-Summer 1976
Executive Consultant for House Records Co.-Summer1977
Overseas Promotion Officer for House Records Co.-Fall
1977-Spring 1978
You may recall my name from the first election. I was
seeking the office of ASUOP President. This time you will
find my name under another heading on the ballot—finan
cial vice-president.
If you voted in the first election you will have noticed
that there were no candidates for the position of financial
vice-president. In fact, it may appear that this office was
just created for the second election of this year. But that's
not true. Actually, there was a financial vice-president in
office for most of this year, but who would know it!
Basically, the office of financial vice-president is a posi
tion that demands a self-initiated individual with a set of
realizable objectives. For this reason the person who seeks
this office should be qualified and experienced in the field
of business. If he is not, the result will be the same as this
year—non-productivity.
In the past. I have had the opportunity to work as an
executive consultant for a largerecording company inHong
Kong. There I took part in many successful transactions
and helped encourage the company to expand inter
nationally.
The reason I ran for president in the first election was
that I felt that there wereno candidates with the "real" quali
fications required for the chief position. If I had run for
financial vice-president in the'first election and had won,
what would have changed thelack of cooperation present in
this year's ASUOP administration? Now I have the oppor
tunity to run for the office for which I am mostqualified andi
will be able to concentrate on the business aspects of
ASUOP. There will be no problems with lack of communi
cation between the president, the executive vice-presi
dent, or myself, provided that the Shaw-Thornburg-Brill
ticket is elected
Eric Shaw and Mike Thornburg have been friends of
mine for auite a while. They have beenone of the best and
most consistent debate teams in Northern California. We
have decided to run asa ticket because of the dissonance
present in past AS'UOP governments. We feel we can pro
vide ASUOP with coordination, communication, and
cooperation—the three most important factors in a pro
ductive organization.
Briefly looking at the needsof ASUOP from an external
view, I feel we should expand in the following areas: 1) We
must coordinate ASUOP social events with athletic events
to increase attendance at home games. 2) We need an i
ASUOP representative concentrating on the possibilities of
the proposed Events Center to insure student input, 3) We
must look into the possibility of a merger between ASUOP
and the University Center Programs Council to reduce
costly duplication of efforts, and 4) We must continue to
investigate areas of outside revenue for ASUOP.
ASUOP needs a change in strategy. Vote for a fresh,
new, and innovative administration. Vote Shaw-Thorn
burg-Brill on May 2nd and 3rd.

No on 4
Once again, ASUOP is throwing out the baby with the
bath water. Proposition 4 on the May 2 ballot will eliminate
the office of financial vice-president from the ASUOP
constitution. The Senate has suggested that this is neces
sary because nothingwas done by last year's financial vicepresident. We would differ with this assessment, however,
and suggest that the problem may have been in the officer
rather than the office.
It was to have to been the job of the last executive to
develop a job description and take over some of the busi
ness operations of the office. This was not done.
It is our contention thata competent person, if elected,
would be able to fully explore many areas of ASUOP and
become a productive member of the office.
The financial vice-president should be responsible for

Dear Beth,
This may seem silly to you but it's the truth. I'm 21 years old and have never
attended a funeral. The idea just terrifies me. My grandmother is pretty sick
and is not expected to live. My family is the kind that thinks it's real important to
be seen together as a family and no excuse I make to get out of attending the
funeral would be acceptable.
I know how it started. My folks used to go out a lot at night and leave me in
the charge of my older brother. He liked to tell spooky stories and the more
scared I got, the funnier he thought it was. Naturally, if I wouldn't mind him or
was pestering him, all he had to do was tellme how some dead person was going
to come and get me if I didn't behave.
Now I know all that stuff wasn't true but nevertheless, sign me,

overseeing day-to-day business activities of ASUOP,
development of future revenuepotential, businessnegotia
tions between ASUOP and the administration, and coor
dination of ASUOP social events with theUniversity Center
Programs Council, the Athletic Department,and the consti
tuent schools in order to end duplication and wasted re
sources.
The current ASUOP President s Self-Study Committee
also recommended two vice-presidents after 6 months of
exhaustive study
Clearly, there is enough work inside of ASUOP for the
two vice-presidents if they are manned by dedicated,quali
fied students. There is no justification for eleminating an
entire office on the basis of one bad example. Keep the
financial vice-president so that we might keep a strong and
efficient ASUOP.

Spooked.

Sponsor-Timothy O'Neil

Yes on 8
Fact: The proposed increase of 1 percent (from 5 to 6
percent of total allocation) will be no further expense to
students. I?is simplya reallocationof student body fees and
will come out ot the ASUOP budget.
Fact: The added money will not be used towards pay
ing salaries. It will go to finance a badly neededtypesetting
computer.
Fact. It is not a question of whether the paper is good
enough to warrant this extra money. It is a question of
whether or not the students want a newspaper next year.
Presently the. computer that The Pacifican usee is 12 years
old 3nd oreaks downregularly. The panel shb.ls outand the
wiring is faulty The computer (according to computor
experts) will probably not last another 'ear.
fact
400 students have signed a petition supporting
the proposed amendment.
The facts have been presented and the choice is up to
you. At no further cost, the students (if the amendment
passes) will be assured of having The Pacifican next year.
Sponsor: The Pacifican Staff

Dear Spooked,
You are not alone in your fears. Societies all over the world concoct
elaborate rituals to reassure themselves (their members?) about death.
For example, we concoct ways to avoid saying death—instead referring
to, "passing away", or, "expiring", and calling a dead person, "the de
ceased".
Funerals are for the living, not the person who died. Many persons
prefer memorial parties.
First and foremost, let yourself say goodbye to your grandmother,
even though you won't say it literally. Let her know what she means !o
you. Write, phone, or visit but DO IT NOW!
To cope with your anxiety try to get ready for the funeralin advance.
Learn relaxation techniques; someone at the Counseling Center or the
Psychology Department will be glad to teach you. Remember, this re
quires practice and can't be mastered in 24 hours.
Finally, when you go to the funeral think of it as a social occasion that
gives family and friends a chance to come together, and remember your
grandmother, and to help each other through their feelings.
Good luck!
O O t) o o
Letters to DEAR BETH should be sent directly to
the Counseling Center. Dr. Mason ("Beth") wel
comes all reader mail but is unable to personally
answer every letter.
Letters are selected for publication solely on the
basis of general reader interest. No letters will be
returned.
COUNSELING CENTER
Cowell Student Health Center
8:30 — 5:00, Monday — Friday
946-2225
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Ask me no questions
gone.
2)
What is an Openbar?
ed himself down ,o explain that he was sedouslySdeSngmy*
Of course this was before my time, but legend tells us that the
Upenbar was a dreaded beast sent to us from UC Davis. Reportedly, it
Ordinarily I wouldn't have bsGn tn auufiiiiw k
was to have undermined the effectiveness of thelearning situation by
needl'h^money ' 'US'"" '°b Wi,h the Ch™'™»ei! Sly I
introducing fun and relaxation into the lives of students. The
Openbar was ail-but singlehandedly slain by Sir William before any
serious damage was done.
3) Are there really co-ed dorms at UOP?
high-school seniors, and field any questions they might have re
Yes there are; the idea being that a co-ed environment would
create new pressures for students to adapt, thus making them more
work!"bVt ii^Zng.' °r Pe'haPS
",e eeneral- "'s PR
mature and responsible. I, myself, lived in a co-ed dorm as a fresh
According to Stan, I'm a waste of his time, money, and energy I
man. The only problem I had was that my roommate was an early
seldom work, and when I do show up I am of no assistance what
riser, and she'd leave the lights on when she went to class.
soever. I drink in excess, and lower the overall performance and
4) I d like to see how the Administration is spending my tuition
morale of his staff. Not to mention my two week paid vacation every
dollars. How can I get a peek at the University Budget?
J
month.
Come now; surely you jest.
My first response was to take affront. I mean, at least I hang
5) Who is Roger Voudouris?
around here. You don't see me running off to the Phillipines with the
He was the warm-up band for Pablo Cruise, and was to have been
US Department of Education for a 'dedication'. You won't catch me
punishment for the new Greek pledges. Reportedly, troublesome
scooting around the country avoiding my duties. I can avoid them
pledges were forced to sit through both shows.
just fine right where I am.
6) Over by Knoles Hall, what are those Greek columns for.
But I decided I shouldn't anger him. instead I'll just prove to
Back in 1930, this was the proposed site for the Events Center.
him that I am doing my job, and that he has no reason to fire me.
Designed to house a basketball court, a pool, some tennis courts, and
Take that study I did last year on Pacific Day. I compiled a list of the
racquet ball and handball courts, with provisions for concerts and
questions most often asked by prospective students, andI answered
lectures, the project simply ran out of funds before the structure was
them.
fitted with a roof.
Here, for you, today, a re the results of my efforts. Awasteoftime,
7) I heard of an ugly rumor that the beautiful Bums Tower really has
indeed!
water in it. True?
1) Do you ever have much problem with theft on this campus?
Absolutely not! I wish I could find whoever it was that began this
Oh, most certainly not! Why, things get stolen around here all the
vicious lie. People like that don't deserve a place in society. Burns
time; we never have to worry about it. If we want something lifted we Tower is a water tank? I'm sure. Everybody knows it's just full o'hot
just leave it out overnight and sure enough, the next day, it will be air.
past my secretary! muTclld^^

He barged right

On the spot

by Wanda Lau and Jorgs Raya

((Should the U.S. maintain relations with South Africa?"

Cecilia Kawas (Soph., Elbert Covell):No. The U.S. shouldn't
invest in South Africa, because it is discriminating against
black people. It's not fair.

Steve Castleberry (Sr., School of Engineering): I think we
shouldn't cut off relations with them, but we should let them
know—through the usual diplomatic ways— that we don t
approve of what they're doing. If we cut off relations with
them, it's probably not going to do any good anyway. I don t
think they need our capital; I've heard they re one of the
more independent countries.

Tina Stout (Jr., COP): I don't see why not. Governments
should be able to run their countries the way they want to,
and other countries should respect that. It'sjustlikewhena
person believes in something and you don't agree with him,
it doesn t mean that you shouldn't respect his beliefs.

Terry Tuttipa.ii (Grad student. School of
jon): No I
don't, because I have ^st.nc. ^pmions bou^,aparthe^
Until blacks are governed by blaciks. d P

nce hasn-t

should be put on South Africa.
../smniished anv
shown that maintaining relations has ac
thing.

Darwin Benjamin (Sr.. COP): No. That just sounds wild, you
know! That's not what life should be all about. Color
shouldn't enter into this. We've all got the same kind of
blood on the inside

Robert Cox (English professor. COP): I think it is immoral,
unwise and un-Christian for our government to maintain
normal relations with South Africa. It is foolish to believe
that normal relations will bring that government to its
senses about race. Thirty years of normal relations have
produced no change in apartheid.

Sara Schippers (Account clerk. Finance Center): Certainly.
They're a part of the world. Well, I think apartheid is a
problem that we need to solve together You can't exclude
one country from the rest of the world simply becauseof be
liefs They re still a part of the situation

Linda Grod (Soph.. Conservatory): Yeah. I think so. I think
we should be connected with as many nations as we can
It s not that we have to accept their policies, but that we
should be in contact with them as much as with any other
place
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The PACIFICAN recommends
In the light of our recent ASUOP Election, a fledging failure by
any standard, it is apparent that affirmative action must be taken.
The instating of our elected officials is not a matter to cast lightly
aside.
Having met extensively with the candidates, and after a thorough
ingratiation with the propositions on the ballot, the Pacifican re
cognizes the difficult decisions confronting student voters. Time
limitations prohibit extensive candidate-student interaction, and
ASUOP credibility is hardly on the rise.
But these developments must not deter you.
If you like a candidate, vote accordingly. If you don't, likewise. If
you can see the worth of a proposition, vote yes. If not, vote no. It sthat simple.
What isn't so simple is getting you to vote in the first place. If the
March 2nd apathetic voter involvement showed us you think the sys
tem stinks, then the May 2nd election is your chance to do some
thing about it.
These are our recommendations:
ASUOP

Officers
Eric Shaw

Office of ASUOP President
Office of ASUOP Vice President
Office of ASUOP Financial Vice President

Mike Thornburg
Matt Brill
Steve Chan

Pacifican Publications Board
Amendments

r

3. Clarification of Senate Representation

Yes

4. Deletion of Financial Vice President

No

5. Execution of Budget Procedure by President of ASUOP

Yes

6. Chief Justice Renumeration

Yes

1. Constituent Senate Petitions

Yes

2. Constituent Schools: Election of ASUOP
Senate Representatives

7. Frequency of Publication Board Meetings and
Definition of Members and Representatives

Yes

Yes

8. Increase Budget of Pacifican

Yes

Bill Keim:
I Guest Columnist

while examining a swollen foot, tell a senator what was wrong with ASUOP while
holding the officer's tongue at bay with a tongue depressor, or comment on the ath
letic department budget while wrapping a twisted knee belonging to a behemoth
football player. There was never a dull moment.
Dr. Morrison was very encouraging to many students. He believed that school
was important, but not at the risk of losing physical and psychological health.
"Work hard, play hard," he would say.
"Do something fun this weekend. You know, your life bores me, it must be kill
ing you!" Doc never failed to talk to you about yourself, not just your health
problem.
As sensitive as Dr. Morrison could be with students, he didn't mince words if he
thought they were in error. If he disagreed with your opinion, you knew it. If he
didn't feel you were taking proper care of yourself, you knew it. If he had heard a

A tribute to Doc
The University Community was saddened last Friday to learn of the sudden
death that morning of Dr. Alan F. Morrison, University physician and Medical
Director of the Cowell Student Health Center. Dr. Morrison joined the University in
1974, after practicing medicine in Oakdale for over 30 years.
Doc Morrison was an active member of the University Community. Attending
sporting events, Conservatory concerts, or stopping to talk with students, he was
highly visible around the campus. During his directorship of the Cowell Student
Health Center, he personally saw nearly 400 students a month.
Never at a loss for a joke or story, Doc Morrison was aninteresting man. On the
surface he appeared gruff; his humor seemingly off color at times. His bedside
manner often left students blushing, or gasping for air. This wasonly one side of the
man.
Underneath the hardened shell was a very sensitive man. He would be joking
one moment and empathetic the next. It is the sensitive Doctor Morrison that I would
like to talk about.
He participated every year in the Resident Assistant and Head Resident train
ing workshops. While discussingthe potential health situationsand medical emer
gencies the staff might face, he combined knowledge and humor to get his
message across.
I remember he once accused one of our male head residents of having a more
than casual relationship with the Resus-A-Annie doll we were using to practice
C.P.R. The head resident was embarassed, but relaxed and perfected the skill.
Many students will remember discussing campus issues while being treated
for their ailments. He would discuss Pacifican editorials with one of the writers

dirty joke, you heard it.
One Friday afternoon last November, Dr. Morrison gained immeasurable res
pect from me for his time spent with a non-student. It was on that day that he took 2
hours out of his day to talk to my father.
r
My father suffers from a liver ailment that I believe will fall many of us who have
belonged to a fraternity. In short, he drinks heavily. He was taking medication and
receiving a trite explanation as to why from his doctor.
My parents were visiting, and I thought that maybe Dr. Morrison would have
time to talk to my father. "Sure, no problem," he said. "If he's your father, he's
probably ready for the booby-hatch."
"Jack, if you don't take your medication and lay off the booze, you II die. That is
the truth. You have a lovely wife, although I can't say a whole lot about your kid, but
think of Bettye. She doesn't want to be alone. Do you, Bettye?" Doc had made his
point.
The remainder of the 2 hours went by with Dad and Doc discussing substitutes
for booze, activities to improve health, and generally enjoying each other's
company.
Dr. Alan Morrison died last Friday morning. That evening in the Conservatory,
the Jazz Band gave their last concert of the year featuring StephaneGrappelli. By
unanimous vote of the band, Director Tony Kissane dedicated one of their last
numbers to Dr. Morrison.
When later questioned as to why the dedication, one band member replied, "If
he wouldn't have died he would have been here." Dr. Morrison was absent, but his
memory will be with us for a long time to come.
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